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Persþectiues Means,

by Ruth Nanda Anshen

understandings, distortions and questionable definitions
than the word "faith." It belongs to those terms which need I
healing before they can be used for the healing of men.
Today the term "faith" iS more productive of disease than
of health. It confuses, misleads, creates alternately skepticism and fanaticism, intellectual resistance and emotional
surrender, rejection of genuine religion and subjection to
substitutes. Indeed, one is tempted to suggest that the
word "faith" should be dropped completely; but desirable
as that may be it is hardly possible. A powerful tradition
protects it. And there is as yet no substitute expressing the
reality to which the term "faith" points. So, for the time
being, the only way of dealing with the problem is to try
to reinterpret the word and remove the confusing and distorting connotations, some of which are the heritage of
centuries. It is the hope of the writer that he will succeed at
least in this purpose even if he does not succeed in his more
far-reaching aim to convince some readers of the hidden
power of faith within themselves and of the infinite significance of that to which faith is related.

I

pressions

CoNcr,usro¡q: The possibility and necessity
of faith today

THERE is hardly a word in the religious language, both
theological and popular, which is subject to more mis-

130
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I.
What Faith Is

I.

FAITH AS ULTIMATE CONCERN

the
dy
concern. Man, like every living being, is concerned about many
things, above all about those which condition his very existence, such as food and shelter. But man, in contrast to
other living beings, has spiritual concerns-cognitive,
aesthetic, social, political. Some of them are urgent, often
extremely urgent, and each of them as well as the vital concerns can claim ultimacy for a human life or the life of a
social group. If it claims
it demands the total
sqlls4dgr-ot-hinq who acc
claim, and it promises
total fulfillment even if all other claims have to be subjected to it or rejected in its name. If a national group
makes the life and growth of the nation its ultimate concern, it demands that all other concerns, economic wellbeing, health and life, family, aesthetic and cognitive truth,
justice and humanity, be sacrificed. The extreme nation-

A
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alisms of our century are laboratories for the study of lyhg-t
ultimate concern mearu¡ in all aspects of human existence,
\
concern of one's daily life. Ever¡hing
@
is centered in the only god, the nation-a god who certainly
proves to be a demon, but who shows clearly the unconditional character of an ultimate concern.
But it is not only the-¡nconditional demand made þy
A that which is one's ultimate concern, it is also tbE+rqlqise
4 of ultimate fulfillment which is accepted in the act of faith.
The content of this promise is not necessarily defined. It can
be expressed in indefinite symbols or in concrete symbols
which cannot be taken literally, like the "greatness" of one's
nation in which one participates even if one has died for it,
or the conquest of mankind by the "saving race," etc. In
each of these cases it is "ultimate fulfillment" that is promised, and it is exclusion from such fulfillment which is
threatened if the unconditional demand is not obeyed.

An example-and more than an example-is the faith
manifest in the religion of the Old Testament. It also has
the character of ultimate concern in demand, threat and
promise. The content of this concern is not the nationl
although Jewish nationalism has sometimes tried to distort
is the God of justice, who, because he represents justice for everybody and every nation,
is called the universal God, the God of the universe. He is
the ultimate concern of every pious Jew, and therefore in
his name the great commandment is given: "You shall love
the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your

it into that-but the content

\'vIrAT FAITII IS

soul, and with all your might" (Deut 6:5). This is what
ultimate concern mearu¡ and from these words the term
"ultimate concern" is derived. They state unambiguously
the character of Senuine faith, the dem of total surrender to the subiect
of ultimate concern. The Old TestaJmentFiüIl of commands which make the nature of this
surrender concrete, and it is full of promises and threats
in relation to it. Here also are the promises of symbolic
indefiniteness, although they center around fulfillment of
the national and individual life, and the threat is the exclusion from such fulfillment through national extinction
and individual catastrophe. Faith, for the men of the Old
Testament, is the state of being ultimately and unconditionally concerned about Jahweh and about what he rep-

culture and it does what every ultimate concern must do: it
demands unconditional surrender to its laws even if the
price is the sacrifice of genuine human relations, personal,
conviction, and creative eros. fts threat is social and eco-\
nomic defeat, and its promise-indefinite as all such promises-the fulfillment of one's being. It is the breakdown of
this kind of faith which characterizes and makes religiously
important most contemporary literature. Not false calculations but a misplaced faith is revealed in novels ltke Poínt of

i

4
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No Return When fulfilled, the promise of this faith proves
to be empty.
.&ith is the state of being ultimately concerned. The content matters infinitely for the life of the believer, but it does
not matter for the formal definition of faith. And this is the
first step we have to make in order to understand the
dynamics of faith.
2. FAITH AS A CENTERED ACT
Faith as ultimate concern is an act of the total personality. It happens in the center of the personal life and includes all its elements. Faith is the most centered act of the
human mind. It is not a movement of a special section or a
special function of man's total being. They all are united in
the act of faith. But faith is not the sum total of their impacts. It transcends every special impact as well as the
totality of them and it has itself a decisive impact on each of
them.
Since faith is an act of the personality as a whole, it participates in the dynamics-of personal life. These dynamics
have been described in many ways, especially in the recent
developments of analytic psychology. Thinking in polarities,
their tensions and their possible conflicts, is a common characteristic of most of them. This makes the psychology of
personality highly dynamic and requires a dynamic theory
of faith as tlre most personal of all personal acts. The first
and decisive polarity in analytic psychology is that between
the so-called unconscious and the conscious. Faith as an act

WIÍAT FAITH IS

of the total personality is not imaginable without the par- [ticipatiorl' of the unconscious elements in the personality
I

structure. They are always present and decide largely about I
the content of faith. But, on the other hand, faith is a conscious act and the unconscious elements participate in the
creation of faith only if they are taken into the personal
center which transcends each of them. If this does not happen, if unconscious forces determine the mental status without a centered act, faith doæ not occur, and compulsions
take its place. For faith is a matter of freedom. Freedom is
nothing more than the possibilitv of centered personal acts.
The frequent discussion in which faith and freedom are
contrasted could be helped by the insight that faith is a free, _l
namely, centered act of the personality. In this respect free.-l
dom and faith are identical.
Also important for the understanding of faith is the polarity between what Freud and his school call ego and superego. The concept of the superego is quite ambiguous. On
the one hand, it is the basis of all cultural life because it restricts the uninhibited actualization of the always-driving
libido; on the other hand, it cuts off man's vital. forces, and
produces disgust about the whole system of cultural restrictions, and brings about a neurotic state of mind. From this
point of view, the symbols of faith are considered to be
expræsions of the superego or, more concretely, to be an expression of the father image which gives content to the
superego. Responsible for this inadequate theory of the
superego is Freud'.s naturalistic negation of norms and prin1
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ciples. If the superego is not established through valid princþles, it becomes a suppressive tyrant. But real faith, even if
it uses the father image for its expression, transforms this
image into a principle of truth and justice to be defended
even against the "father." Faith and culture can be
affirmed only if the superego represents the norms and princÞles of reality.
This leads to the question of how faith as a personal, ctntered act is related to the rational structu¡e of man's personality which is manifest in his meaningful language, in his
ability to know the true and to do the good, in his sense of
beauty and justice. All this, and not only his possibility to
analyze, to calculate and to argue, makes him a rational
But in spite of this larger concept of reason we must
being.
\
I deny that man's essential naturc is identical with the
j rational character of his mind. Man is able to decide for or
against reason, he is able to create beyond reason or to
destroy below reason. This power is the power of his self,
the center of self-relatedness in which all elements of his
, being are united. Faith is not an act of any of his rational
\ functions, as it is not an act of the unconscious, but it is an
\ act in which both the rational and the nonrational elements
. \ of .his being are transcended.
t/ Faith as the embracing and centered act of the pen¡on,- ,;:, , ¡. : ality is "ecstatic." ft transcends both the drives of the nonrational unconscious and the structures of the rational
conscious. It transcends them, but it does not destroy them.
The ecstatic character of faith does not exclude its rational

WIIAT FAITH IS
character although it is not identical with it, and it includes
nonrational strivings without being identical with them. In
the ecstasy of faith there is an awareness of truth and of
ethical value; there are also past loves and hates, conflicts and reunions, individual and collective influences.

"Ecstasy" means "standing outside of oneself"-without
ceasing to be oneself-with all the elements which are
united in the personal center. ]
A further polarity in these elements, relevant for the
understanding of faith, is the tension between the cS€uitrye
function of man's personal life, on the one hand, and ç-mgtion and yjll, on the other hand. In a later discussion I will
try to show that many distortions of the meaning of faith
are rooted in the attempt to subsume faith to the one or the
other of these functions. At this point it must be stated as
sharply and insistently as possible that in every act of faith
there is cognitive affirmation, not as the result of an independent process of inquiry but as an inseparable eiement
in a total act of acceptance and surrender. This also excludes the idea that faith is the result of an independent act
of "will to believe." There is certainly affirmation by the \
will of what concerns one ultimately, but faith is not a creation of the will. In the ecstllsy of faith the will to accept and
to surrender is an element, but not the cause. And this is
true also of feeling. Faith is not an emotional outburst: this
is not the meaning of ecstasy. Certainl¡ emotion is in it, as
in every act of man's spiritual life. But emotion does not
produce faith. Faith has a cognitive content and is an act

8
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of thc will. It is the uni-ty qf gvery element in the cen-t-..4 rat. Of course, the ùnity of all elements in the act of
does not prevent one or the other element from
dominating in a special form of faith. It dominates the
character of faith but it does not create the act of faith.
This also answers the question of a possible psychology of
faith. Everything that happens in man's personal being can
l¡ecome an object of psychology. And it is rather important
for both the philosopher of religion and the practical
minister to know how the act of faith is embedded in the
totality of psychological processes. But in contrast to this
jr:stified and desirable form of a psychology of faith there is
another one which tries to derive faith from something that
is not faith but is most frequently fear. The presupposition
of this method is that fear or something else from which
faith is derived is more original and basic than faith. But
this presupposition cannot be proved. On the contrary, one
can prove that in the scientific method which leads to such
consequences faith is already effective. Faith precedes all
attempts to derive it from something else, because these attempts are themselves based on faith.

faith

THE SOURCE OF FArTH
We have described the act of faith and its relation to the
dynamics of personality. Faith is a total and centered act of
-the personal self, the act of unconditional, infinite and ultimate concern. The question now arises: what is the source
of this all-embracing and all-transcending concern? The
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of the infinite to which he belon.æ,- but which he does 4q,tow-n like a possession. This is in abstract terms what concretely appears as the "restlessness of the heart" within the
flux of life.
The unconditional concern which is faith is the concern
about the unconditional. The infinite passion, as faith has
for the infinite. Or, to gse ¡

cern _is_concern abotlt _wLat i
is way we have turned from
the subjective meaning of faith as a centered act of the
personality to its objective meaning, to what is meant in
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the act of faith. It would not heÞ at this point of our analysis to call that which is meant in the act of faith "God" or
"a god." For at this step we ask: What in the idea of God
constitutes divinity? The answer is: It is the element of the
unconditional and of ultimacy. This carries the quality of
divinity. If this is seen, one can understand why almost every
thing "in heaven and on earth" has received ultimacy in the
history of human religion. But we also can understand that
a critical principle was and is at work in man's religious
consciousness, namely, that which is really ultimate over
against what claims to be ultimate but is only preliminar¡
transitory, finite.
The term "ultimate concern" unites the subjective and
the objective side of the act of faith-the fides qu'a øeditur
(the faith through which one believes) and the fides quae
creditur (the faith which is believed). The first is the
classical term for the centered act of the personalit¡ the
ultimate concern. The second is the classical term for that
toward which this act is directed, the ultimate itself, expressed in symbols of the divine. This distinction is very
important, but not ultimately so, for the one side cannot be
without the other. There is no faith without a content toward which it is directed. There is always something meant
in the act of faith. And there is no way of having the content of faith except in the act of faith. All speaking about
divine matters which is not done in the state of ultimate
concern is meaningless. Because that which is meant in the
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act of faith cannot be approached in any other way than
through an act of faith.
fn terms like ultimate, unconditional, infinite, absolute,
the difference between subjectivity and objectivity is overcome. The ultimate of the act of faith and the ultimate that
ir t!."-"ti"lh-e act of faith are-one and the same. This is'
symbolically expressed by the mystics when they say that
their knowledge of God is the knowledge God has of himself; and it is expressed by Paul when he says (I Cor. 13)
that he will know as he is known, namel¡ by God. God
never can be object without being at the same time subject.
Even a successful prayer is, according to Paul (Rom. 8),
not possible without God as Spirit praying within us. The
same e(perience expressed in abstract language is the disappearance of the ordinary subject-object scheme in the
experience of the ultimate, the unconditional. In the act of
faith that which is the source of this act is present beyond
the cleavage of subject and object. It is present as both and
beyond both.
This character of faith gives an additional criterion for
distinguishing true and false ultimacy. The finite which
claims infinity without having it (as, e.g., Ír nation or success) is not able to transcend the subject-object scheme. ft
remains an object which the believer looks at as a subject.
He can approach it with ordinary knowledge and subject it
to ordinary handling. There are, of coutse, many degrees in
the endlæs realm of false ultimacies. The nation is nearer to
true ultimacy than is succes. Nationalistic ecstasy can pro-
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duce a state in which the subject is almost swallowed by the
object. But after a period the subject emerges again, disappointed radically and totally, and by looking at the nation
in a skeptical and calculating way does injustice even to its
justified claims. The more idolatrous a faith the less it is
ubt" to overcome the cleavaã-ib-etween subject and object.
For that is the difference between true and idolatrous faith.
In true faith the ultimate concern is a concern about the

Á
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\ truly ultimate; while in idolatro
l.- realities are elevated to the rank
' able consequence of idolatrous

pointmentr" a disappointment which Penetrates into the very
existence of man! This is the dynamics of idolatrous faith:
that it is faith, and as such, the centered act of a personality;
that the centering point is something which is more or less
on the periphery; and that, therefore, the act of faith leads
to a loss of the center and to a disruption of the personalþ.
The ecstatic character of even an idolatrous faith can hide
this consequence only for a certain time. But finally it breals

into the open.

,

4. FArTH Al.iD THE DYNAMICS OF THE HOLY
He who enters the sphere of faith enters the sanctuary of
life. Where there is faith there is an awareness of holiness.
This seems to contradict what has just been said about
idolatrous faith. But it does not contradict our analysis of
idolatry. It only contradicts the popular way in which the
word "holy" is used. What concerns one ultimately becomes
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holy. The awareness of

of the duþ., namely
cerñ.Tiis awareness is
ñltament from the visions of the patriarchs and

Moses to
the shaking experiences of the great prophets and psalmists.
It is a presence which ¡qqqin! mysterious i¡¡pite of;Lts_apPe4laqqer and it exercises both an q4façlrye_a¡d a rep!'lsiys
function on those who encounter it. In his classical book,
The ldea of the HoIy, Rudolph Otto has described these
two functions as the fascinating and the shaking character of

the holy.
tremendu
are the w

m fascinans et
ns because they
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wants to rest. In the infinite it sees its own fulfillment. This is
the reason for the ecstatic attraction and fascination of
everything in which ultimacy is manifest. On the other hand,
if ultimacy is manifest and exercises its fascinating attraction,
one realizes at the same time the infinite distance of the finite
from the infinite and, consequently, the negative judgment
over any finite attempts to reach the infinite.\zThe feeling
of being consumed in the presence of the divine is a profound expression of man's relation to the holy. It is implied
in every genuine act of faith, in every state of ultimate concem.
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This original and only justified meaning of holiness must
replace the currently distorted use of the word. "Holy" has
become identified with moral perfection, especially in some
Protestant groups. The historical causes of this distortion
give a new insight into the nature of holiness and of faith.
! Originallyr lhe holy has meant what is apartfror+lhe{ldinÚ-realm of things and experiences. It is separ4l¡çd from
the world of finite relations. This is the reason why all religious cults have separated holy places and activities from all
other places and activities. Entering the sanctuary means encountering the holy. Here the infinitely removed makes itself near and present, without losing its remoteness. For this
reason, the holy has been called the "entirely otherr" namely,
other than the ordinary course of things 6¡-fs refer to a
former statement--other than the world which is determined
by the cleavage of subject and object. The holy transcends
this realm; this is its mystery and its unapproachable character. There is no conditional way of reaching the unconditional; there is no finite way of reaching the infinite.
The mysterious character of the holy produces an ambiguity in man's ways of experiencing it. The holy can appear as creative and as destructive. Its fascinating element
can be both creative and destructive (referring again to the
fascinating character of the nationalistic idolatry), and the
terrifying and consuming element can be destructive and
creative (as in the double function of Siva or Kali in Indian
thought). This ambiguity, of which we still find traces in the
Old Testament, is reflected in the ritual or quasi-ritual
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nctivities of religions and quasi religions (sacrifices of others
or one's bodily or mental self) which are strongly ambiguous. One can call this ambiguity divine-demonic, whereby
the divine is characterized by the victory of the creative over
the destructive possibility of the hol¡ and the demonic is
characterized by the victory of the destructiveìveithe creative possibility of the holy. In this situation, which is most
profoundly understood in the prophetic religion of the Old
'festament, a fight has been waged against the demonicdestructive element in the holy. And this fight was so successful that the concept of the holy was changed. Holiness
becomes justice and truth. It is creative and not destructive.
The true sacriûce is obedience to the law. This is the line of
thought which finally led to the identification of holiness
with moral perfection. But when this point is reached, holiI ness loses its meaning as the 'teparatedr" the 'ltranscendingr" the "fascinating and terrifying" the "entirely other.'
All this is gone, and the holy ha^s become the morally good
and the logically true. ft has ceased to be the holy in the
genuine sense of the word. Summing up this development,
one could say that the holy originally lies below the alternative of the good and the evil; that it is both divine and
demonic; that with the reduction of the demonic possibility
the hoþ itself becomes transformed in its meaning; that it
becomes rational and identical with the true and the good;
¡nd that its genuine meaning must be rediscovered.
These dynamics of the holy confirm what was said about
the dynamics of faith. We have distinguished between true
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and idolatrous faith. The holy which is demonic, or ultimately destructive, is identical with the content of idolatrous
faith. Idolatrous faith is still faith. The holy which is
demonic is still holy. This is the point where the ambiguous
character of religion is most visible and the dangers of faith
are most obvious: the danger of faith is idolatry and the
ambiguity of the holy is its demonic possibility. Our ultimate
concern can destroy us as it can heal us. But we never can
be without it.

ordinarily used.' Courage as an element of faith is the daring self-affirmation of one's own being in spite of the powers
of "nonbeing" which are the heritage of everything finite.
Where there is daring and courage there is the posibility of
failure. And in every act of faith this posibility is present.
The risk must be taken. Whoever makes his nation his ultimate concern tteãds courage in ordár to maintain this concern. Only certain is the ultimacy as ultimac¡ the infinite
passion as infinite passion. This is a reality given to the self
with his own nature. It is as immediate and as much beANÐDOUBT
FAITH
5.
yond doubt as the self is to the self. It ¿s the self in its selfWe now return to a fuller description of faith as an act of transcending quality. But there is not certainty of this kind
the human personality, as its centered and total act. An act about the content of our ultimate concern, be it nation, sucof faith is an act of a finite being who is grasped by and cess, a god, or the God of the Bible: They all are contents
turned to the infinite. It is a finite act with all the limita- without immediate awareness.Tfheir acceptance as matters
tions of a finite act, and it is an act in v¿hich the infinite ,\ of ultimate concern is a risk and therefore an act of courage.
participates beyond the limitations of a finite act. Faith is There is a risk if what was
considered as a matter of ulticertain in so far as it is an experience of the holy. But faith
mate concern proves to be a matter of preliminary and
is uncertain in so far as the infinite to which it is related is
transitory concern-as, for example, the nation. The risk to
received by a finite being. This element of uncertainty in
faith in one's ultimate concern is indeed the greatest risk
faith cannot be removed, it must be accepted. And the eleman can run. For if it proves to be a failure, the meaning of
ment in faith which accepts this is courage. Faith includes
one's life breaks down; one surrenders oneself, including
an element of immediate awareness which gives certainty
truth and justice, to something which is not worth it. One
and an element of uncertainty. To accept this is courage. In
has given away one's personal center without having a
the courageous standing of uncertaint¡ faith shows most
chance to regain it. The reaction of despair in people who
visibly its dynamic character.
have experienced the breakdown of their national claims is
If we try to describe the relation of faith and courage,
r Cf. Paul Tillich, Tha Couøgc to B¿.Yale University Press.
must use a larger concept of courage than that which is
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an irrefutable proof of the idolatrous character of their national concern. In the long run this is the inescapable result of an ultimate concern, the subject matter of which is
not ultimate. And this is the risk faith must take; this is the
risk which is unavoidable if a finite being affirms itself. Ultimate concern is ultimate risk and ultimate courage. It is
not risk and needs no courage with respect to ultimacy itself. But it is risk and demands courage if it affirms a concrete concern. And every faith has a concrete element in
itself. It is concerned about something or somebody. But
this something or this somebody may prove to be not ultimate at all. Then faith is a failure in its concrete expression,,
although it'is not a failure in the experience of the unconditional itself. A god disappears; divinity remains. Faith
risks the vanishing of the concrete god in whom it believes.
ft may well be that with the vanishing of the god the
believer breaks down without being able to re-establish his
centered sdf by a new content of his ultimate concern. This
risk cannot be taken away from any act of faith. There is
only one point which is a matter not of risk but of immediate certainty and herein lies the greatness and the pain
of being human; namely, one's standing between one's
finitude and one's potential infinity.
All this is sharply expressed in the relation of faith and
doubt. If faith is understood as belief that something is
true, doubt is incompatible *ith ttt. act of faith. If faith is
understood as being ultimately concerned, doubt is a necessary element in it. !t þ a consequence of the risk of _fai1þ.

The doubt which is implicit in faith is not a doubt about
facts or conclusions. It is not the same doubt which is the
lifeblood of scientific research. Even the most orthodox
theologian does not deny the right cf methodological doubt

in matters of

empirical inquiry or logical deduction. A
scientist who would say that a scientific theory is beyond
doubt would at that moment cease to be scientific. He may
believe that the theory can be trusted for all practical purpos€s. Without such belief no technical application of a
theory would be posible. One could attribute to this kind
of belief pragmatic certainty sufficient for action. Doubt in
this case points to the preliminary character of the underlying theory.

There is another kind of doubt, which we could call
skeptical in contrast to the scientific doubt which we could
call methodological. The skeptical doubt is an attitude toward all the beliefs of man, from sense experiences to
religious creeds. It is more an attitude than an assertion.
For as an assertion it would conflict with itself. Even the
assertion that there is no posible truth for man would be
judged by the skeptical principle and could not stand as an
assertion. Genuine skeptical doubt does not use the form of
an assertion. It is an attitude of actually rejecting any certainty. Therefore, it can not be refuted logically. It does not
transform its attitude into a proposition. Such an attitude
necessarily leads either to despair or cynicism, or to both
alternately. And often, if this alternative becomes intolerable, it leads to indifference and the attempt to develop an
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attitude of complete unconcern. But since man is that being
who is essentially concerned about his being, such an escape
finally breaks down. This is the dynamics of skeptical doubt.
It has an awakening and liberating function, but it also can
prevent the development of a centered personality. For personality is not possible without faith. The despair about
truth by the skeptic shows that truth is still his infinite passion. The cynical superiority over every concrete truth
shows that truth is still taken seriously and that the impact
of the question of an ultimate concern is strongly felt. The
skeptic, so long as he is a serious skeptic, is not without
faith, even though it has no concrete content.
t/ The doubt which is implicit in every act of faith is neither
the methodological nor the skeptical doubt. It is the doubt
which accompanies every risk. It is not the permanent
doubt of the scientist, and it is not the transitory doubt of
the skeptic, but it is the doubt of him who is ultimately concerned about a concrete content. One could call it the
, in contrast to the methodological and the
It does not question whether a special
proposition is true or false. It does not reject every concrete
truth, br¡t it is aware of the element of insecurity in every
existential truth. At the same time, the doubt which is implied in faith accepts this insecurity and takes it into itself in
an act of courage. Faith includes courage. Therefore, it can
include the doubt about itself. Certainly faith and courage
are not identical. Faith has other elements besides courage
and courage has other functions beyond affirming faith.

I
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an act in which courage accepts risk belongs
to the dynamics of faith.
This dynamic concept of faith seems to give no place to
that restful affirmative confidence which we find in the
documents of all great religions, including Christianity. But
this is not the case. The dynamic concept of faith is the result of a conceptual analysis, both of the subjective and of
the objective side of faith. It is by no means the desoiption
of an always actualized state of the mind. An analysis of
structure is not the description of a state of thinç. The confusion of these two is a source of many misunderstandinç
and errors in all realms of life. An example, taken from the
current discussion of anxiety, is typical of this confusion.
The description of anxiety as the awarenes¡¡ of one's finitude
is sometimes criticized as untrue from the point of view of
the ordinary state of the mind. Anxiet¡ one says, appean¡
under special conditions but is not an ever-present implication of man's finitude. Certainly anxiety âs an acute
experience appears under definite conditions. But the underlying structure of finite life is the universal condition which
makes the appearance of anxiety under special conditions
possible. In the same way doubt is not a permanent experience within the act of faith. But it is always present as
an element in the structure of faith. This is the difference
between faith and immediate evidence either of perceptual
or of logical character. There is no faith without an
intrinsic "in spite of" and the courageous affirmation of
oneself in the state of ultimate concern. This intrinsic eleNevertheless,
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ment of doubt breaks into the open under special individual
and social conditions. If doubt appears, it should not be
considered as the negation of faith, but as an element which
was always and will always be present in the act of faith.
Existential doubt and faith are poles of the same realit¡ the
state of ultimate concern.
The insight into this structure of faith and doubt is of
tremendous practical importance. Many Christians, as well
as members of other religious groups, feel anxiet¡ guilt and
despair about what they call "loss of faith." But serious
doubt is confirmation of faith. It indicates the seriousness of
the concern, its unconditional character. This also refers to
those who as future or present ministers of a church experience not only scientific doubt about doctrinal statementsthis is as necessary and perpetual as theology is a perpetual
need-but also existential doubt about the message of their
church, e.g., that Jesus can be called the Christ. The
criterion according to which they should judge themselves is
the seriousness and ultimacy of thei¡ concern about the content of both their faith and their doubt.

historical car¡ses of this attitude are obvious. The periods of
suppression of the autonomous mind, culturally and religiousl¡ in the name of the doctrinal formulations of a
special faith, are remembered by the following generations.
The life-and-death struggle of rebellious autonomy with the
powem of religious suppression has left a deep scar in the
"collective unconscious." This is true even in the present
period, when the kind of suppression that existed at the end
of the Middle Ages and in the period of the religious wars is
a thing of the past. Therefore, it is not futile to defend the
dynamic concept of faith against the accusation that it
would lead back to new forms of orthodoxy and religious
suppression. Certainl¡ if doubt is considered an intrinsic
element of faith, the autonomous creativity of the human
mind is in no way restricted. But, one will ask, is not this
concept of faith incompatible with the "community of
faith" which is a decisive reality in all religions? fs not the
dynamic idea of faith an expression of Protestant individualism and humanistic autonomy? Can a community of
faith---e.g., a church-accept a faith which includes doubt
as an intrinsic element and calls the seriousness of doubt an
expression of faith? And even if it could allow such an
atÈitude in its ordinary members, how could it permit the
same in its leaders?
The answers to these often rather passionately asked
questions are many-sided and involved. At the present point
the obvious and yet significant assertion must be made that
the act of faith, like every act in man's spiritual life, is de-

6. FAn¡r AND coMMUNrrY
The last remarks about faith and doubt in relation to religious creeds have led us to those problems which are
ordinarily dominant in the popular mind in the discussion
of faith. Faith is seen in its doctrinal formulations or in i
legally dogmatic expressions. It is seen in its sociological
setting more than in its character ¿N a personal act. The
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pendent on language and therefore on community. For only
in the community of spiritual beings is language alive.
Without language there is no act of faith, no religious experience ! This refers to language generally and to the
special language in every function of man's spiritual life.
The religious language, the language of symbol and myth,
is created in the community of the believers and cannot be
fully understood outside this community. But within it, the
religious language enables the act of faith to have a concrete
content. Faith needs its language, as does every act of the
personality; without language it would be blind, not
directed toward a content, not conscious of itself. This is
the reason for the predominant significance of the community of faith. Only as a member of such a community (even
if in isolation or expulsion) can man have a content for his
ultimate concern. Only in a community of language can

external power but even more by the mechanisms of inner
suppression. These mechanisms had been planted into the

man actualize his faith.
But now one will repeat the question and ask: If there is
no faith without community of faith, is it not necessary that
the community formulate the content of its faith in a
definite way as a creedal statement and demand that every
member of the community accePt it? Certainly this is the
way in which the creeds came into existence. This is the reason for their dogmatic and legal fixation ! But this does not
explain the tremendous power of these expressions of the
communal faith over groups and individuals from generation to generation. Nor does it explain the fanaticism with
which doubts and deviations were suppressed, not only by
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individual mind and were most effective even without
pressure from outside. In order to understand these facts we
must remember that faith as the state of ultimate concern
includes total surrender to the content of this concern in a
centered act of the personality. This means that the eristence of the personality in the ultimate sense is at stake.
Idolatrous concern and devotion may destroy the center of
the personality. If, as in the Christian Church, in centuries
of strife the content of the communal faith has been defended against idolatrous intru¡ions and has been formulated
as a defense against such intrusions, it is understandable
that every deviation from these formulations is considered
destructive for the "soul" of the Christian. He is thought to
have fallen under demonic influences. Ecclesiastical punishments are attempts to save him from demonic self-destruction. In these measures the concern which is the content of
faith is taken absolutely seriously. It is a matter of eternal
life and death.
But it is not only the individual for whom subjection to
the established creed is of decisive importance. It is also the
community of faith as such which must be protected against
the distorting influences of individuals. The Church excludes from its community those who are thought to have
denied the foundations of the Church. This is the meaning
of the concept of "heresy." The heretic is not one who has
erroneor¡s beliefs (this is a possible implication of heres¡
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but not its essence), but the heretic is one who has turned
away from the true to a false, idolatrous concern. Therefore,
he may influence others in the same direction, destroy them,
and undermine the community. If the civil authorities consider the Church as the basis of the conformity and cultural
substance without which a society cannot live, they persecute the heretic as a civil criminal and use means of indoctrination and external pressure by which they try to keep
the unity of the religio-political realm. However, if this
point is reached, the reaction of man's spiritual autonomy
begins to work and, if victorious, removes not only the
political enforcement of a creedal system but the creedal
system itself-and, beyond this, often faith itself. But this
proves to be impossible. It- can be and has always been
done only through the power of another ultimate concern.
Faith stands against faith in the world historical struggles
between the Church and its liberal critics. Even the faith of
the liberal needs expression and some communal formulation, and it needs to be defended against authoritarian attacks. Even more: the ultimate concern of the liberal needs
concrete contents, as does every ultimate concern. He also
lives in institutions of a definite historical character. He, too,
has a special language and rrses special symbols. His faith is
not the abstract affirmation of freedom, but is the faith in
freedom as an element in the concreteness of a total situation. If he undercuts this concreteness in the name of freedom, he produces a vacuum into which antiliberal forces
easily enter. Only creative faith can resist the onslaught of

destructive faith. Only the concern with what is truly ultimate can stand against idolatrous concerns.
All this drives to the question: How is a community of
faith possible without suppression of the autonomy of man's
spiritual life? The first answer is based on the relation of the
civil authorities to the community of faith. Even if a society is practically identical with a community of faith and
the actual life of the group is determined by the spiritual
substance of a church, the civil authorities should as such
remain neutral and risk the rise of dissident forms of faith.
If they try to enforce spiritual conformity, and are successful, they have removed the risk and courage which belong
to the act of faith. They have transformed faith into a behavior pattern which does not admit alternatives, and
which loses its character of ultimacy even if the fulfillment
of the religious duties is done with ultimate concern. However, such a situation has become rare in our period. In
most societies the civil authorities have to deal with different
communities of faith, unable to enforce the one or the other
in all members of the society. In this case the spiritual substance of the social group is determined by the common
denominator of the different groups and their common
tradition. This denominator may be more secular or more
religious. In any case it is an outgrowth of faith, and its
expression-as in the American Constitution-is affirmed in
an attitude which sometimes has the unconditional character of an ultimate concern, but more often the conditional
character of a preliminary concern of highest degree. Just
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for this reason the civil authorities should not try to prohibit
the expression of doubt about such a basic law, although
they must enforce the legal consequences of it.
The second step in the solution of the problem deals with
faith and doubt within the community of faith itself. The
question is whether the dynamic concept of faith is incompatible with a community which needs creedal expressions
oI the concrete elements in its ultimate concern. The
answer which follows from the preceding analyses is that
no answer is posible if the character of the creed excludes
the presence of doubt. The concept of the "infallibility"
of a decision by a council or a bishop or a book excludes
doubt as an element of faith in those who subject themselves
to these authorities. They may have to struggle within
themselves about their subjection; but after they have made
the decision, no doubt can be admitted by them about the
infallible statements of the authorities. This faith has become static, a nonquestioning surrender not only to the
ultimate, which is affirmed in the act of faith, but also
to its concrete elements as formulated by the religious
authorities. In this way something preliminary and conditional-the human interpretation of the content of faith
from the Biblical writers to the present-receives ultimacy
and is elevatecl above the risk of doubt. The fight against
the idolatrous implication of this kind of static faith was
waged first by Protestantism and then, when Protestantism
itself became static, by Enlightenment. This protest, how-

faith and not at the negation of faith, not even at the negation of creedal formulations. So we stand again before the
question: How can a faith which has doubt as an element
within itself be united with creedal statements of the comnrunity of faith? The answer can only be that creedal expressions of the ultimate concern of the community must
include their own criticism. ft must become obvious in all of
them-be they liturgical, doctrinal or ethical expressions
of the faith of the community-that they are not ultimate.
Rather, their function is to point to the ultimate which is
beyond all of them. This is what I call the "Protestant
principle," the critical element in the expresion of the community of faith and consequently the element of doubt in
the act of faith. Neither the doubt nor the critical element
is always actual, but both must always be possible within
the circle of faith. From the Christian point of view, one
would say that the Church with all its doctrines and institutions and authorities stands under the prophetic judgment
and not above it. Criticism and doubt show that the community of faith stands "under the Cross," if the Cross is
understood as the divine judgment over man's religious life,
and even over Christianity, though it has accepted the sþ
of the Cross. In this way the dynamic faith which we first
have described in personal terms is applied to the community of faith. Certainly, the life of a community of faith is a
continuous risk, if faith itself is understood as a risk. But
this is the character of dynamic faith, and the consequence
of the Protestant principle.
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ever insufficient its expresion, aimed originally at a dynamic
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altogether wrong because every function of the human mind
participates in the act of faith. But the element of truth in

II.
What Faith Is Not

I.

THE INTELLECTUALISTIC DISTORTION OF TIÍE MEANING
OF FÄITII
Our positive description of what faith is implies the rejection of interpretations that dangerousþ distort the meaning of faith. It is necessary to make these implicit rejections
o<plicit, because the distortiors exercise a tremendous power
over popular thinking and have been largely responsible for
alienating many from religion since the beginning of the
scientific age. It is not only the popular mind which distorts
the meaning of faith. Behind it lie philosophical and theological thoughts which in a more refined way also miss the
meaning of faith.
The different distorted interpretations of the meaning of
faith can be traced to one source. Faith as being ultimately
concerned is a centered act of the whole personality. If one
of the functions which constitute the totality of the peñ¡on.lity is partly or completely identified with faith, the
meaning of faith is distorted. Such interpretations are not
3o

is speaking of belief rather than of faith. One believes that
one's information is correct. One believes that records of
past events are useful for the reconstruction of facts. One
believes that a scientific theory is adequate for the understanding of a series of facts. One believes that a person will
act in a specific way or that a political situation will change
in a certain direction. In all these cases the belief is based on
evidence sufficient to make the event probable. Sometimes,
however, one believes something which has low probability
or is strictly improbable, though not impossible. The causes
for all these theoretical and practical beliefs are rather
varied. Some things are believed because we have good
though not complete evidence about them; many more
things are believed because they are stated by good authorities. This is the case whenever we accept the evidence
which others accepted as sufficient for belief, even if we cannot approach the evidence directly (for example, all events
of the past). Here a new element comes into the picture,
namel¡ the
in the authority which makes a statement /
probable fo
Without such trust we could not believe I
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anything except the objects of our immediate experience.
The consequence would be that our world would be infinitely smaller than it actually is. It is rational to trust in
aulhorities which enlarge our consciousness without forcing
us into submission. If we use the word'.1'faithi for this kind
of trust we can say that most of our knowledge is based on
faith. But it is not appropriate to do so. We believe the
authorities, we trust their judgment, though never unconditionally, but we do not have faith in them. Faith is more
than trust in authorities, although trust is an element of
faith. This distinction is important in view of the fact that
some earlier theologians tried to prove the unconditional
authority of the Biblical writers by showing their trustworthiness as witneses. The Christian may believe the
Biblical writers, but not unconditionally. He does not have
faith in them. He should not even have faith in the Bible.
For faith is more than trust in even the most sacred
authority. It is participation in the subject of one's ultimate
concern with one's whole being. Therefore, the term "faith"
should not be used in connection with theoretical knowledge, whether it is a knowledge on the basis of immediate,
prescientific or scientific evidence, or whether it is on the
basis of trust in authorities who themselves are dependent
on direct or indirect evidence.
The terminological inquiry has led us into the material
problem itself. Faith does not affirm or deny what belongs
to the prescientific or scientific knowledge of our world,
whether we know it by direct experience or through the ex-
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in these realms is not faith, but preliminary belief, to be

tested by scholarly methods and to be changed by every new

confusion of faith with knowledge that is responsible for the
i

\

not against
knowledge.
The difference between faith and knowledge is also visible
in the kind of certitude each gives. There are t
e which are based on complete evidence and give
cornplete certitude. The one is th
nce of
sense perception. He who sees a
green
color and is certain about it. He cannot be certain whether
the thing which seerx to him green is really green. He may
be under a deception. But he cannot doubt that he sees
green. The other complete evidence is that of the
which are presupposed even if their
fferent and sometimes conflictins
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methods. One cannot discuss logic without presupposing
those implicit rules which make the discussion meaningful.
but we have no realitY,
U.r

fL just
this

PercePtion. Nevertheless,
No truth is Posible without the material given by sense perception and without the
form given by the togical and mathematical rules which express the structure in which all reality stands. One of the
worst errors of theology and popular religion is to make
statements which intentionally or unintentionally contradict
the structure of reality. Such an attitude is an expression not
of faith but of the confusion of faith with belief.
Knowledge of reality has never the certitude of complete
evidence. The process of knowing is infinite. It never comes
to an end except in a state of knowledge of the whole' But
such knowledge transcends infinitely every finite mind and
can be ascribed only to God. Every knowledge of reality by
the human mind has the character of higher or lower
probability. The certitude about a physical law, a historical
iact, or a psychological structure can be so high that, for all
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practical purposes, it is certain. But theoretically the incomplete certitude of belief remains and can be undercut at
any moment by criticism and new experience. The certitude
of faith has not this character. Neither has it the character
i of formal evidence. The certitude of faith is "existential,"
\ meaning that the whole existence of man is involved. It has,
, as we indicated before, two elements: the one, which is not
i a risk but a certainty about one's own being namely, on
I

2. THE

VOLUNTARISTIC DISTORTION OF THE MEANING OF

FAITII

One can divide this form of the distorted interpretation
of faith into a Catholic and a Protestant type. The Catholic
type ha-s a great tradition in the Roman Church. It goes
back to Thomas Aquinas, who emphasized that the lack of
evidence which faith has must be complemented by an act of
will. This, first of all, presupposes that faith is understood as
an act of knowledge with a limited evidence and that the
lack of evidence is made up by an act of will. We have seen
that this way of understanding faith does not do justice to
the existential character of faith. Our criticism of the intellectualistic distortion of the meaning of faith hits basically
also the voluntaristic distortion of the meaning of faith. The
former is the basis of the latter. Without a theoretically
formulated content the "will to believe" would be empty.

\
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But the content which is meant in the will to believe is given
to the will by the intellect. For instance, someone has doubts
about the so-called "immortality of the soul." He realizes
that this assertion that the soul continues to live after the
death of the body cannot be proved either by evidence or by
trustworthy authority. It is a questionable proposition of
theoretical cha¡acter. But there are motives driving people to
this assertion. They decide to believe, and make up in this
way for the lack of evidence. If this belief is called "faith," it
is a misnomer, even if much evidence were collected for the
belief in a continuation of life after death. In classical
Roman Catholic theology the "will to believe" is not an act
which originates in man's striving, but it is given by grace to
him whose will is moved by God to accept the truth of what
the Church teaches. Even so, it is not the intellect which is
determined by its content to believe, but it is the will which
performs what the intellect alone cannot do. This kind of
interpretation agrees with the authoritarian attitude of the
Roman Church. For it is the authority of the Church which
gives the contents, to be affirmed by the intellect under the
impact of the will. If the idea of grace mediated by the
Church and motivating the will is rejected, as in pragmatism, the will to believe becomes willfulness. It becomes
an arbitrary decision which may be supported by some insufficient arguments but which could have gone in other
directions with equal justification. Such belief as the basis
of the will to believe is certainly not faith.
The Protestant form of the will to believe is connected

with the moral interpretation of religion by Protestants. One
demands "obedience of faith," following a. Paulinian
phrase. The term can mean two different things. It can
mean the element of commitment which is implied in the
state of ultimate concern. If this is meant, one simply says
that in thc state of ultimate concern all mental functions
participate-which certainly is true. Or the term "obedience
of faith" can mean subjection to the command to believe as
it is given in prophetic and apostolic preaching. Certainly,
if a prophetic word is accepted as prophetic, i.e., as coming
from God, obedience of faith doès not mean anything other
than accepting a message as coming from God. But if there
is doubt whether a "word" is prophetic, the term "obedience of faith" loses is meaning. ft becomes an arbitrary
"will lo believe." Yet one may describe the situation in a
more refined way and point to the fact that we are often
grasped by something, e.g., Biblical passages, as expresions
of the objectively ultimate concern, but we hesitate to
accept them as our subjective ultimate concern for escapist
reasons. In such cases, one says, the appeal to the will is
justified and does not ask for a willful decision. This is true;
but such an act of will does not produce faith-faith as ultimate concern is already given. The demand to be obedient
is the demand to be what one already is, namely, committed
to the ultimate concern from which one tries to escaPe.
Only if this is the situation can obedience of faith be demanded; but then faith precedes the obedience and is not
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the product of it. No command to believe and no will to believe can create faith.
This is important for religious education, counseling and
preaching. One should never convey the impression to those
whom one wants to impress, that faith is a demand made
upon them, the rejection of which is lack of good will.
Finite man cannot produce infinite concern. Our oscillating
will cannot produce the certainty which belonp to faith.
This is in strict analogy to what we said about the impossibility of reaching the truth of faith by arguments and
authorities, which in the best case give finite knowledge of a
more or less probable character. Neither arguments for belief nor the will to believe can create faith.

I

I

3. TIIE

EMÛTIONALISTIC DISTORTION OF THE MEANING OF

FAITH
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The difficulty of understanding faith either as a matter of
the intellect or as a matter of will, or of both in mutual support, has led to the interpretation of faith as emotion. This
solution was, and partly is, supported from both the religious
and the secular side. For the defenders of religion it was a
retreat to a seemingly safe position after the battle about
faith as a matter of knowledge or will had been lost. The
father of all modern Protestant theology, Schleiermacher,
has described religfon as the {q4i"S of uncondition4l denot mean in
¡rcndence. Of course, feeling so defined does
religion what it means in popular psychology. It is not
vague and changing, but has a definite content: uncondi-
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tional dependence, a phrase related to what we have called
ultimate concern. Nevertheless, the word "feeling" has induced many people to believe that faith is a matter of
merely subjective emotions, without a content to be known
and a demand to be obeyed.
This interpretation of faith was readily accepted by representatives of science and ethics, because they took it as
the best way to get rid of interference from the side of religion in the processes of scientific research and technical
organization. If religion is mere feeling it is innocuous. The
old conflicts between religion and culture are finished. Culture goes its way, directed by scientific knowledge, and religion is the private affair of every individual and a mere
mirror of his emotional life. No claims for truth can be made
by it. No competition with science, history, psychology,
politics is possible. Religion, put safely into the corner of
subjective feelings, has lost its danger for man's cultural
activities.
Neither of the two sides, the religious and the cultural,
could keep this well-defined covenant of peace. Faith as the
state of ultimate concern claims the whole man and cannot
be restricted to the subjectivity of mere feeling. It claims
truth for its concern and commitment to it. It does not accept the situation "in the corner" of mere feeling. If the
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especially interested in pushing religion into the emotional
corner. Scientists, artists, moralists showed clearly that they
also were ultimately concerned. Their concern expressed itself even in those creations in which they wanted most radically to deny religion. A keen analysis of most philosophical,
scientific and ethical systems shows how much ultimate concern is present in them, even if they are leading in the fight
ainst what they call religion.
This shows the limits of the emotionalist definition of
faith. Certainly faith as an act of the whole personality has
strong emotional elements within it. Emotion always expresses the involvement of the whole personality in an act
of life or spirit. But emotion is not the source of faith. Faith
is definite in its direction and concrete in its content. Therefore, it claims truth and commitment. It is directed toward
the unconditional, and appears in a concrete reality that
demands and justifies such commitment.

III.
Symbols of Faith

I,

THE MEANING OF SYMBOL
,¿

. This statement

demands explanation in several
spite of the manifold research about the meaning and function of symbols which is going on in contemporary philosophy, every writer who uses the term "symbol"
must explain his understanding of it.
Symbols have one characteristic in common with signs;
they point bey_o_nd th_qrlqsçlves to something_else. The red
sign at the street corner points to the order to stop the
movements of cars at certain intervals. A red light and the
stopping of cars have essentially no relation to each other,
but conventionally they are united as long as the convention
lasts. The same is true of letters and numbers and partly
even words. They point beyond themselves to sounds and
m.earúngs. They are given this special function by convention,within a nation or by international conventions, as the
respects.

In
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mathematical signs. Sometimes such signs are called symbols; but this is unfortunate because it makes the distinction
between signs and symbols more difficult. Decisive is the fact
of that to which
Therefore, signs can be replaced for reasons of expediency or convention, while symbols cannot.
This leads to the second characteristic of the symbol: It
in that to w-hich it points: the flag participates
r and dignity of the nation for *t i.t it stLds.
Therefore, it cannot be replaced except after an historic
catastrophe that changes the reality of the nation which it
symbolizes. An attack on the flag is felt as an attack on the
majesty of the group in which it is acknowledged. Such an
attack is considered blasphemy.

in any other way. A picture and a poem reveal elements of
reality which cannot be approached scientifically. In the
creative work of art we encounter reality in a dimension
which is closed for us without such works. The slmbol,s
fourth characteristic not only opens up dimensions and

I
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ments of reality which otherwise would remain unapproachable but also ullqcþ dimensions and elements of our soul

which
nd to the di
A great play gives us not only a new vision of the htgnan
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opens up hidden depths of our own being.
Thus we are able to receive what the play reveals to us in
reality. There are within us dimensions of which we cannot
become aware except through symbols, as melodies and
rh¡hms in music.
y_ this is the
grow out of the individual or collective unconscious and cannot function without being accepted by the unconscious dimension of our being. Symbols
which have an especially social function, as political and
religious symbols, are created or at least accepted by the
collective unconscious of the group in which they appear.
The sixth and last characteristic of the symbol is a consequence of the fact that symbols cannot be-itye-nted. Like
living beings, they grow and they die. They grow when the
situation is ripe for them, and they die when the situation
changes. The symbol of the "kitg" grew in a special period
of history, and it died in most parts of the world in our
period. Symbols do not grow because people are longing for
them, and they do not die because of scientific or practical
criticism. They die because they can no longer produce re'sponse in the group where they originally found expression.
are the main characteristics of every symbol.
These
1$
Genuine symbols are created in several spheres of man's cultural creativity. We have mentioned already the political
and the artistic realm. We could add history and, above all,
religion, whose symbols will be our particular concern.
scene,

I
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RELIGIOUS SYMBOLS

We have discussed the meaning of symbols generally because, as we said, man's ultimate concern must be expressed
symbolically! One may ask: Why can it not be expresed
directly and properly? If nlç)¡_e¡ !_r¡,c!ç!S__or lhq lqrien is
a direct
]vay withol¡tqmþelle_l4lg!¡age? Is it not only in those cases
in which the content of the ultimate concern is called "God"
that we are in the realm of symbols?i The answer is that
is a matter of unconditional concern is
iflÈ nation ii someonebittimãÈ co"dernr--iFe name of the nation becomes a sacred name and
the nation receives divine qualities which far surpass the
reality of the being and functioning of the nation. The nation then stands for and symbolizes the true ultimate, but in
an idolatrous way. Succes as ultimate concern is not the
n atural deqi re -of _actu a I i zi n g otentialilies-bu_t .rs_
readiness
fi
sacriûce
all
other¡¿ahras
of
-to
_life for.the sake of a ¡osition
of_ porye¡ and social predominance. The anxiety about not
being a success is an idolatrous form of the anxiety about
divine condemnation. Success is grace; lack of success, ultimate judgment. fn this way concepts designating ordinary
realities become idolatrous symbols of ultimate concern.
The reason for this transformation of concçtsinto,"imbols is the character of ultimacy and the nature of faith.
That which is the true ultimate transcends the rej¡n of
finite reality infinitely. Therefore, no finite reality ."À .*press it directly and properly. Religiously speaking, "God
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his own name. This is why the use of his name
mes an abuse or a blasphemy. Whatever we say
about that which concerns us ultimately, whether or not we
call it God, has a symbolic meaning. It points beyond itself
while participating in that to which it points. fn no other
way can faith express itself adequately. The language of
faith is the language of symbols. If faith were what we have
shown that it is not, such an assertion could not be made.
But faith, understood as the state of being ultimately concerned, has no language other than symbols. When saying
this I always expect the question: Only a symbol? He who
asks this question shows that he has not understood the difference between signs and symbols nor the power of symbolic
language, which surpasses in quality and strength the power
of any nonsymbolic language. One should never say "only a
symbol," but one should say "not less than a symbol." With
this in mind we can now describe the different kinds of
svmbols of faith

.""...t\

God õan Èã-a."i.a.ttfy in the name of God. One
God can deny the other one. Ultimate concern cannot deny
its own character as ultimate. Therefore, it affirms what is
meant by the word "God." Atheism, consequently, can onlyl
mean the attempt to remove any ultimate concern-to re- \
main unconcerned about the meaning of one's existence. l
Indifference toward the ultimate question is the only imag-
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inable form of atheism. Whether it is possible is a problem
which must remain unsolved at this point. In any case,
he who denies God as a matter of ultimate concern affirms
God, because he affirms ultimacy in his concern. God is the
fundamental symbol for what concerns us ultimately. Again
it would be completely wrong to a^sk: So God is nothing
but a symbol? Because the next question has to be: A
symbol for what? And then the answer would be: For
God! God is symbol for God. This means that in the notion
of God we must distinguish two elements: the-e.le¡nent-of
-ultimacy, which is a matter of immediate experience and
not symbolic in itself, and the element of concreteness,
which is taken from our ordinary experience and symbolically applied to God. The man whose ultimate concern
is a sacred tree has both the ultimacy of concern and the
concreteness of the tree which symbolizes his relation to the
ultimate. The man who adores Apollo is ultimately concerned, but not in an abstract way. His ultimatç concern is
symbolized in the divine figure of Apollo. The man who
glorifies Jahweh, the God of the Old Testament, has both
an ultimate concern and a concrete image of what concerns
him ultimately. This is the meaning of the seemingly cryptic
statement that God is the symbol of God. In this qualified
sense God is the fundamental and universal content of faith.
o
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of God is in itself certain. The symbolic expression of
element varies endlessly through the whole history of
mankind. Here again it would be meaningless to ask
whether one or another of the figures in which an ultimate
concern is symbolized does "exist." ff "existence" refers to
something which can be found within the whole of reality,
no divine being exists. The question is not this, but:

l"

This is the problem, and not the so-called. "existenc. of Co¿i
is in itself an impossible combination of words. God
-which
as the ultimate in man's ultimate concern is more certain
than any other certainty, even that of oneself. God as symbolized in a divine figure is a matter of daring faith, of
_ì
courage and d6k.
God is the basic symbol of faith, but not the only one. All
the qualities we attribute to him, power, love, justice, are
taken from finite experiences and applied symbolically to
that which is beyond finitude and infinity. If faith calls
God "almighty," it uses the human experience of power in
order to symbolize the content of its infinite concern, but it
does not describe a highest being who can do as he pleases.
So it is with all the other qualities and with all the actions,
past, present and future, which men attribute to God. They
are symbols taken from our daily experience, and not infor- '
mation about what God did once upon a time or will do
sometime in the future. Faith is not the belief in suchl

l
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stories, but it is the acceptance of symbols that express our
ultimate concern in terms of divine actions.
Another group of symbols of faith are manifestations of
the divine in things and events, in persons and communities, in words and documents. This whole realm of sacred
objects is a treasure of symbols. Holy things are not holy in
themselves, but they point beyond themselves to the source
of all holiness, that which is of ultimate concern.

3.

SYMBOLS AND MYTHS

The symbols of faith do not appear in isolation. They are
united in "stories of the gods," which is the meaning of the
Greek word "mytþ6s"-¡¡y¡h. The gods are individualized
figures, analogous to human personalities, sexually differentiated, descending from each other, related to each other in
love and struggle, producing world and man, acting in time
and space. They participate in human greatness and misery,
in creative and destructive works. They give to man cultural
and religious traditions, and defend these sacred rites. They
help and threaten the human race, especially some families,
tribes or nations. They appear in epiphanies and incarnations, establish sacred places, rites and persons, and thus
create a cult. But they themselves are under the command
and threat of a fate which is beyond everything that is. This
is mythology as developed most impressively in ancient
Greece. But many of these characteristics can be found in
every mythology. Usually the mythological gods are not
equals. There is a hierarchy, at the top of which is a ruling

mediate between the highest gods and man, sometimes sharing the suffering and death of man in spite of their essential

immortality. This is the world of the myth, great and
strange, always changing but fundamentally the same:
man's ultimate concern symbolized in divine figures and
actions. Myths are symbols of faith combined in stories
about divine-human encounters.
Myths are always present in every act of faith, because
the language of faith is the symbol. They are also attacked,
criticized and transcended in each of the great religions of
mankind. The reason for this criticism is the very nature of
the myth. It uses material from our ordinary experience. It
puts the stories of the gods into the framework of time and
space although it belongs to the nature of the ultimate to be
beyond time and space. Above all, it divides the divine into
several figures, removing ultimacy from each of them without removing their claim to ultimacy. This inescapably leads
to conflicts of ultimate claims, able to destroy life, society,
and corsciousness.
The criticism of the myth first rejects the division of the
divine and goes beyond it to one God, although in different
ways according to the different types of religion.'Even one
God is an object of mythological language, and if spoken
about is d¡awn into the framework of time and space. Even
he loses his ultimacy if made to be the content of concrete
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concern. Consequently, the criticism of the myth does not
end with the rejection of the polytheistic mythology.
Monotheism also falls under the criticism of the myth. It
needs, as one says today, "demythologization." This word
has been used in connection with the elaboration of the
mythical elements in stories and symbols of the Bible, both
of the Old and the New Testaments-stories like those of the
Paradise, of the fall of Adam, of the great Flood, of the
Exodus from Egypt, of the virgin birth of the Messiah, of
many of his miracles, of his resurrection and ascension, of
his e:<pected return as the judge of the universe. fn short,
all the stories in which divine-human interactions are told
are considered as mythological in character, and objects of
demythologization. What does this negative and artificial
term mean?ift must be accepted and supported if it points
to the necessity of recognizing a symbol as a symbol and a
myth as a myth. It must be attacked and rejected if it
means the removal of symbols and myths altogether. Such
an attempt is the third step in the criticism of the myth. It
is an attempt which never can be successful, because symbol
and myth are forms of the human consciousness which are
always present. One can replace one myth by another, but
one cannot remove the myth from man's spiritual life. For
the myth is the combination of symbols of our ultimate concern.
A myth which is understood as a myth, but not removed
or replaced, can be called a "broken myth." Christianity
denies by its very nature any ùnbroken myth, because its
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trine and liturgy should be recognized as mythological, but
they should be maintained in their symbolic form and not
be replaced by scientific substitutes. 'For there is no substitute for the use of symbols and myths: they are the language of faith.
The radical criticism of the myth is due to the fact that
the primitive m¡hological consciousness resists the attempt
to interpret the myth of myth. It is afraid of every act of
dem¡hologization. It believes that the broken myth is deprived of its truth and of its convincing power. Those who
live in an unbroken mythological world feel safe and certain. They resist, often fanatically, any attempt to introduce
an element of uncertainty by "breaking the mythr" namely,
by making conscious its symbolic character. Such resistance
is supported by authoritarian systems, religious or political,
in order to give security to the people under their control
and unchallenged power to those who exercise the control.
The resistance against demythologization expresses itself in
"literalism."'The symbols and myths are understood in their
immediate meaning. The material, taken from nature and
history, is used in its proper sense. The character of the
symbol to point beyond itself to something else is disregarded. Creation is taken as a magic act which happened
once upon a time. The fall of Adam is localized on a special
geographical point and attributed to a human individual.
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The virgin birth of the Messiah is understood in biological
terms, resurrection and ascension as physical events, the
second coming of the chrìst as a telluric, or cosmic, catastrophe. The presupposition of such literalism is that God is
a being, acting in time and space, dwelling in a special
place, affecting the course of events and being affectãd by
them like any other being in the universe. Literalism deprives God of his ultimacy and, religiously speaking, of his
majesty. It draws him down to the level of that which is not
ultimate, the finite and conditional. In the last analysis it
is not rational criticism of the myth which is decisive but

broken myth. It is the objectively demanded way, although
it is impossible for many people who prefer the represion
of their questions to the uncertainty which aPpears with the
breaking of the myth. They are forced into the second stage
of literalism, the conscious one, which is aware of the questions but represses them, half consciously, half unconsciously. The tool of represion is usually an acknowledged
authority with sacred qualities like the Church or the Bible,
to which one owes unconditional surrender. This stage is
still justifiable, if the questioning power is very weak and
can easily be answered! It is unjustifiable if a mature mind is
broken in its personal center by political or psychological
methods, split in his unity, and hurt in his integrity. The
enemy of a critical theology is not natural literalism but
conscious literalism with repression of and aggression toward autonomous thought.
Symbols of faith cannot be replaced by other symbol
such as artistic ones, and they cannot be removed by
scientific criticism. They have a genuine standing in the
human mind, just as science and art have. Their symbolic
character is their truth and their power. Nothing less than
symbols and myths can express our ultimate concern.
One more question arises, namely, whether myths are
able to express every kind of ultimate concern. For example, Christian theologians argue that the word "myth"
should be reserved for natural myths in which repetitive
natural processes, such as the seasons, are understood in
their ultimate meaning. They believe that if the world is
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seen as a historical process

with beginning, end and center,
in Christianity and Judaism, the term ,,myth,, should not
be used. This would radically reduce the realm in which
the term would be applicable. M¡h could not be understood as the language of our ultimate concern, but only as
a discarded idiom of this language. Yet history proves that
there are not only natural myths but also historical myths.
as

IV.
Types of Faith

If

the earth is seen as the battleground of two divine powers,
as in ancient Éersia, this is an historical myth. If the God of
creation selects and guides a nation through history toward
an end which transcends all history, this is an historical
myth. If the Christ-a transcendent, divine being-appears
in the fullness of time, lives, dies and is resurrected, this is an
historical myth. Christianity is superior to those religions
which are bound to a natural myth. But Christianity speals
the m¡hological language like every other religion. ft is a
broken myth, but it is a mlth; otherwise Christianity would
not be an expression of ultimate concern.

I,

ELEMENTS OF FAITH AND THEIR DYNAMICS

Faith as the state of being ultimately concerned lives in
rrtany forms, subjectively and objectively. Every religious
,r¡rd cultural group and, to a certain degree, every individral is the bearer of a special experience and content of faith.
I'he subjective state of the faithful charrges in cårr,clation
to the change of the symbols of faith.;In orde¡ to analyzo
the manifold expressions of faith, it is useful to distinguish.
r,rme basic types and then to describe their dynamic in¡eqrclations. Types as such are static, standing alongside eaih
other. But they also have a dynamic element. They claim
ultimate validity for the special aspect of faith which they
rcpresent. This creates the tensions and struggles among the
tlifferent types of faith within every religious community and
¡rmong the great religions themselves.

Here it must be stated clearly that types are constructions
thought, and not things to be found in reality.,There are
no pure types in any realm of life. All real thinç participate

of
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several types. But there are prevailing characteristics
which determine a type and rvhich must be elaborated in
order to make the dynamics of life undentandable. This i¡
also true of the forms and expressions of faith. Thel¿ show
typical traits; 'but in every act of faith several iraits are
combined under the predominance of one of them..
For example, one can distinguish two main ele.inents in
every experience of the holy. One element is the presence of
the holy here and now. It consecràtes the place and the
reality of its appearance. It grasps the mind with terrifying
and fascinating power. It breaks into ordinary reality,
shakes it and drives it beyond itself in ar,r ecstatic way. It
establishes rules according to which it can be approached,
The holy must be present and felt as present in order to be
experienced at all.
At the same time, the holy is the judgment over every.
thing that is. It demands personal and social holiness in the
sense of justice and love. Our ultimate concern representJ
what we essentially ¿¡s ¿¡d-therefore--ought to be. Il
stands as the law of our being, against us and for us. Holiness cannot be experienced without its power to command
what we should be.
If we call the first element in the experience of the holy
the- holiness of being, the second element in the experience
of the holy could be called the hollness qf_fy_haqpgghtlg be,
In an abbreviated way one could call the fi¡st form of faith
its ontological type, and the second form its moral type. The
dynamics of faith within and between the religions arc
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lnrgely determined by these two types, their interdepend- ø'
cnce and their conflicts. Their influence reaches into the
t¡rost intimate cells of personal faith as well as into the
rnovement of the great historical religions. They are omni¡rresent in every act of faith. But one of them is always pre-

rlorninant; for man is finite, and he can never unite all
clements of truth in complete balance. On the other handr

'fherEfore, he must always try to break through the limits
ót tris finitude and rêach what never can be reached, the
ultimate itself. Oui of this tension the problem of faith and
lolerance arises. A tolerance bound to relativism, to an attitude in which nothing ultimate is asked for, is negative and j
without content. It is doomed to swing toward its own opposite, an intolerant absolutism. Faith must unite the toler- 'l
nnce based on its relativity with the certainty based on the
rultimacy of its concern. In all types of faith this problem is
alive, but especially in the Protestant form of Christianity.
l¡rom the power of self-criticism and from the courage to
face one's own relativity come the greatness and danger of
the Protestant faith. Ifere more than anywhere else the
tlynamics of faith become manifest and conscious: the infinite tension between the absoluteness of its claim and the
relativity of its life.
i

---'I
I
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ONTOLOGICAL TYPES OF FAITH

The holy is first of all experienced as present. It is hen
and now, and this means it encounters us in a thing, in a
person, in an event. Faith sees in a concrete piece of realiq
the ultimate ground and meaning of all reality. No piece of
reality is excluded from the possibility of becoming a bearet
of the holy; and almost every kind of reality has actualþ
been considered as holy by acts of faith in groups and in.
dividuals. Such a piece of reality has, as the traditional

reaction of groups, surrendered from generation to genera.
tion, changed, reduced, increased. They produce awe,
fascination, adoration, idolatrous distortion, criticism, re.
placement by other bearers of the holy. This sacramental
type of faith is the universal one. It is present in all religions
It is the daily bread of faith without which it becoms
empty, abstract, and without significance for the life of in.
dividuals and groups.
Faith, in the sacramental type of religion, is not the beliel
that something rs holy and other thinç are not.fÍt is t
state of being grasped by the holy through a
medium,] The assertion that something has sacred charac
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is meaningful only for the asserting faith. As a theoretical
judgment claiming general validity, it is a meaningless
combination of words. But in the correlation between the
subject and the object of faith, it has meaning and truth.
The outside observer can only state that there is a correlation of faith between the one who has faith and the sacramental object of his faith. But he cannot deny or affirm the
validity of this correlation of faith. He can only state it as a
fact. If a Protestant observes a Catholic praying before a
picture of the Virgin, he remains observer, unable to state
whether the faith of the observed is valid or not. If he is a
Catholic he may join the observed in the same act of faith.
There is no criterion by which faith can be judged from
outside the correlation of faith. But something else can,
happen: The faithful can ask himself or be asked by some-\
one else whether the medium through which he experi-i
ences ultimate concern expresses real ultimacy. ThisJ
question is the dynamic force in the history of religion, revolutionizing the sacramental type of faith and driving
faith beyond in different directions.
The presupposition of this question is the inadequacy of
the finite-even the most sacred piece of reality-to express
what is of ultimate concern. The human mind, however,
forgets this inadequacy and identifies the sacred object with
the ultimate itself. The sacramental object is taken as holy
in itself. Iæ character as tJre bearer of the holy, pointing
beyond itself, disappears in the act of faith. The act of faith
is no longer directed toward the ultimate itself, but toward

I
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that which represents the ultimate-the tree, tfre book, the
building, the person. The transparence of faith is lost. It is
the Protestant conviction that the Catholic doctrine of the
"transubstantiation" of bread and wine in the Lord's Supper into the body and the blood of the Christ means just

,
i
Ì
tI
i
l.
i

such a loss of the transparence of the divine and its identification with a segment of the encountered world. Faith experiences the presence of the holy, as embodied in the picture of the Christ, in the bread and wine of the Lord's Supper. Yet it is a doctrinal distortion of faith if the bread and
the wine of the sacraments are considered as sacred objects
effective in themselves and able to be preserved in a shrine.
Nothing is sacred except in the correlation of faith. F.ven the
saints are saints only because the source of all holiness is
transparent through them.
The limits and dangers of the sacramental type of faith
have in all periods of history driven mystics to the radical
step of transcending in their faith every piece of reality as
well as reality as a whole. They identified the ultimate with
the ground or substance of everything-the one, the in-

which all concreteness disappears in the abyss of pure
divinity. Mysticism is not irrational. Some of the greatest
mystics in Europe and Asia were, at the same time, some of
the greatest philosophers, outstanding in clarity, consistency
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and rationality. But they realized that the true content of
faith in an ultimate concern can neither be identified with
a piece of reality, as sacramental faith desires, nor be expressed in terms of a rational system. It is a matter of
ecstatic experience, and one can only speak of the ultimate
in a language which at the same time denies the possibility
of speaking about it. This is the only way in which mystical
faith can express itself. But one may ask: Is there anything
to express at all if the content of mystical faith transcends
anything expressible? Is not faith based on the experience of
the presence of the holy? How is such an experience possible
if the ultimate is that which transcends all possible experience? The answer given by the mystics is that there is aii .
place where the ultimate is present within the finite world,i'
namely, the depth of the human soul. This depth is the
point of contact between the finite and the infinite. In order \
to go into it, man must empty himself of all the finite con- \
tents of his ordinary life; he must surrender all preliminary
concerns for the sake of the ultimate concern. He must go
beyond the pieces of reality in which sacramental faith experiences the ultimate. He must transcend the division of
existence, even the deepest and most universal of all divisions, that between subject and object. The ultimate is beyond this division, and he who wants to reach the ultimate
must overcome this division in himself by meditation, contemplation and ecstasy. Faith, within this movement of the,,)
soul, is in a state of oscillation between having and not
having the content of ultimate concern. It moves in degrees
i

'i'n
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of approximation, in relapses and sudden fulflllments. The
mystical faith does not despise or reject the sacramental
faith. It goes beyond it to that which is present in every act
of sacramental faith, yet hidden under the concrete objects
in which it is embodied. Theologians sometimes have contrasted faith and mystical experience. They say the distance
between faith and the ultimate can never be bridged. Mytticism tries to merge the mind with the content of its unconditional concern, with the ground of being and meaning.
But this contrast has only limited validity. The mystic is
aware of the infinite distance between the infinite and the
finite, and accepts a life of preliminary stages of union with
the infinite, interrupted only rarely, and perhaps never, in
this life by the final ecstasy. And the faithful can have faith
only if he is grasped by the content of his ultimate concern.
Like sacramentalism, mysticism is a type of faith; and there
is a mystical as well as a sacramental element in every type
oí faith.
This is true even of the humanist kind of the ontological
type of faith. A consideration of this kind of faith is especially important, because humanism is often identified with
unbelief and contrasted with faith. This is possible only if
faith is defined as belief in the existence and actions of
divine beings. However, if faith is understood as the state of
being ultimately concerned about the ultimate, humanism
implies faith. Humanism is the attitude which makes man
the measure of his own spiritual life, in art and philosophy,
in science and politics, in social relations and personal

I
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ethics. For humanism the divine is manifest in the human;
the ultimate concern of man is man. All this, of course, refers to man in his essence: tåe true man, the man of the
idea, not the actual man, nor the man in estrangement from
his true nature. If, in this sense, the humanist says that his
ultimate concern is man, he sees man as the ultimate in
finite reality, just as sacramental faith sees the ultimate in a
piece of reality or as mystical faith finds in the depth of man
the place of the infinite. The difference is that the sacramental and mystical types transcend the limits of humanity
and try to reach the ultimate itself beyond man and his
world, while the humanist remains within these limits. For
this reason the humanist faith is called "secularr" in contrast \\,
to the two types of faith which are called "religious."' \ \
Secular means, belonging to the ordinary process of events,
not going beside it or beyond it into a sanctuary. In Latin
and some derived languages one speaks of profanity in the
sense of "being before the doors of the temple." Profane in
this sense is the same as secular. Often people say that they are
secular, that they live outside the doors of the temple, and
consequently that they are without faith ! But if one asks
them whether they are without an ultimate concern, without something which they take as unconditionally serious,
they would strongly deny this. And in denying that they are
without an ultimate concern, they affirm that they are in a
state of faith. They represent the humanist type of faith
which itself is full of varieties; the fact that they are secular
does not exclude them from the community of the faithful.
l

i
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is an almost infinite task to describe the manifold forms
which the humanist type of faith has expressed itself and

in
is alive in large sections of the Western world and in the
Asiatic cultures. If we apply to it the distinction we have
applied to the religious types of faith, the distinction between the ontological and the moral type, we can say that
the ontological type of secular faith is romantic-conservative, the moral type is progressive-"tofiia". Ttte-*ora
ence of the
"romanticr" in this contex
The
history.
infinite in the finite, as it is given in nature and
word "conservative" in connection with romantic emphasizes the experience of the presence of the ultimate in
the existing forms of nature and history. lI a man sees the
holy in the flower as it grows, in the animal as it moves, in
man as he represents a unique individuality, in a special
nation, a special culture, a special social system, he is
romantic-conservative. For him the given is holy and is the
content of his ultimate concern. The analogy of this kind of
faith to the sacramental faith is obvious. The romantic-conservative type of humanist faith is secularized sacramental
faith: the divine is given here and now. All cultural and
political conservatism is derived from this type of secular
faith. It is faith, but it hides the dimension of the ultimate
which it presupposes. Its weakness and its danger is that it
may become empty. History has shown this weakness and
final emptiness of all merely secular cultures. It has turned
them back again and again to the religious forms of faith
from which they came.

I
I
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MORAL TYPES OF FAITH

The moral types of faith are characterized by the idea of i
the law. God is the God who has given the law as a gift and
as a command. He can be approached only by those who '
obey the law. There are, of course, laws in the sacramental
and mystical types of faith, and no one can reach the ultimate without fulfilling these laws. But there is an important
difference between the laws in the two types of faith. Thei
law in the ontological types demands subjection to ritual
methods or ascetic practices. The iaw in the moral type a.- l.
mands moral obedience. The difference, certainly, is not /
absolute. For the ritual law includes moral conditions and
the ethical law includes ontological conditions. But the difference is sufficient to make understandable the rise of the
various great religions. They follow the one or the other
j

I

tyPe.

One can distinguish the juristic, the conventional and the
ethical in the moral types of faith. The juristic type is most
strongly developed in Talmudic Judaism and in Islam; the
conventional type is most prominent in Confucianist Chìna'
the ethical t,vpe is represented by the Jewish prophets.
The faith of a Moslem is faith in the revelation given by ,
Mohammed, and this revelation is his ultimate concern. The \
revelations medi¿íied by Mohammed are largely ritual and \
social laws. The ritual larvs point to the sacramental stage \
out of which all religions and cultures have arisen. The \
social laws transcend the ritual element and produce a holi- i
ness of "what ought to be." These laws permeate the whole \
\
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(as they do in orthodox Judaism). Their source is a
matter of ultimate concern, the prophet; their content is
identical with his commands. The law is always felt as both
a gift and a command. Under the protection of the law, life
is possible and satisfying. This is true of the average adherent of Islam and it is true of those who develop on this
basis a secular humanism, nourished largely by Greek

I
I
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I

If

somebody who knows the religious attitude of the
Islamic nations said that this is faith in Mohammed, conflicting with faith in Christ, one has to answer that it is not
the faith in Mohammed as the prophet which is decisive,
sources.

,l

but the faith in an order which is consecrated and determines the daily life of most people. The question of faith is
not Moses or Jesus or Mohammed; the question is: Who

\
l,

most adequately one's ultimate concern? The connìq-fbètween reli!'ionS is not a conflict between forms of belief, but it is a conflict between expressions of our ultimate
concern. The question is whether the manifestation of the
divine in the juristic realm is its ultimate manifestation. All
decisions of faith are existential, not theoretical, decisions.
This is also true of a system of conventional rules as collected and formulated by Confucius. This system has often
been called unreligious and a complete lack of faith has
been attributed to the Chinese vray of life, in so far as it is
determined by Confucius. There is faith in Confucianism,
not only in the worship of the ancestors (which is a sacramental element) but also in the unconditional character of
the commands. And in the background is the vision of the

_ex=presses
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law of the universe, of which the laws of state and society I
are a manifestation. Yet in spite of these religious elements
in Confucianism, its basic character is secular. This accounts
for two world historical facts. It is the negative condition
for the influence of the sacramental and mystical religions
of Buddhism and Taoism in China in their popular as well
as their sophisticated forms. And it is the positive condition
for the easy victory of the secular faith of communism which
also belongs to the moral types of humanist faith.
The third and most influential form of the moral types of
religious faith is Old Testament Judaism. Like every faith,
it has a broad sacramental basis: the idea of the elected
nation, the covenant between God and the nation, and the
ritual law in all its richness and abundance of sacramental
activities. But the experience of the holiness of being has
never overwhelmed the experience of the holiness of "ought
to be." For the Jewish prophets, and all their followers
among priests and rabbis and theologians, obedience to the
law of justice is the way of reaching God. The divine law is
of ultimate concern in old and new Judaism. It is the central
content of faith. It gives rules for a continuous actualization
of the ultimate concern within the preliminary concerns of
the daily life. The ultimate shall always be present and remembered even in the smallest activities of the ordinary life.
On the other hand, all this is worth nothing if it is not\i
united with obedience to the moral law, the law of justice \!
and righteousness. The final criterion for the relation of i\
l

man to God is subjection to the law of justice.

It is the great-
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of old Testament prophetism that it undercut
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again

and again the desire of the people and, even more, of its
leaders to rely on the sacram€ntal element of the law and to
neglect the moral element-the "ought to be" as the criterion of the "being." The world historical mission of the
in
Jewish faith is to judge the sacramental self-certainty
proto
and
Judaism itself, as well as in all other religions,
nounce an ultimate concern which denies any claim for ultimacy that does not include the demand of justice'
The influence of Judaism is visible not only in christianity and Islam but also in the progressive-utopian type of
humanist faith found in the Western world. Ancient humanism is certainly aware of the "ought to be.'' Greek
mythology and tragic Poetry' Greek wisdom and philosophy,
Roman law and the political humanism of the Roman
Stoics show the emphasis on the "ought to be.'' But the
ontological type remained predominant in all ancient history. ihe victory of mysticism in Greek philosophy and of
the mystery religions in the Roman Empire, the lack of progressive and utopian thinking in the sphere of antiquity
prove it.
Modern humanism, especially since the eighteenth century, rests on a Christian foundation and includes the dominant emphasis on the "ought to ber" as elaborated by the
from its beginnings
Jewish prophets. Consequently, it shows
It starts with the
elements.
,trorrg progressive and utopian
r criticism of the feudal order and its sacramental founda\ ,iorrr. It demands justice; first for the peasants, then for the
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bourgeois society, then for the proletarian masses. The faith
of the fighters for enlightenment since the eighteenth cen-

tury is humanist faith of the moral type. They fought for
freedom from sacramentally consecrated bondage and for
justice for every human being.

. It

was faith and not rational calculation, although
they believed in the superior power of a reason united with
justice and truth. The dynamics of their humanist faith
changed the face of the earth, first in the West, then also in
the East. It is this humanist faith of the moral type which
was taken over by the revolutionary movements of the proletarian masses in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Its dynamic is visible every day in our present period. As for
every faith, the utopian form of the humanist faith is a state
of ultimate concern. This gives it its tremendous power for
good and evil. In view of this (and the preceding) analysis
of humanist faith, it is almost ridiculous to speak of the loss
of faith in the Western secular world. It has a secular faith,
and this has pushed the different forms of religion into a defensive position; but it is faith and not "unbelief." It is a
state of ultimate concern and total devotion to this concern.

4. TIIE UNITY OF TI{E TYPES OF FAITII
In the experience of the holy, the ontological and the
moral element are essentially united, while in the life of
faith they diverge and are driven to conflicts and mutual
destruction. Nevertheless, qhe essential unity- caunat be com-
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pletely dissolved: there are always elements of the one type
within the other, as previously indicated. In the sacramental
type of faith the ritual law is omnipresent, demanding purification, preparation, subjection to the liturgical rules, and
ethical fitness. On the other hand, we have seen how many
ritual elements are present in the religions of the law-the
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t type, he will see in Christianity-and especially
t Christianity-the aim toward which the dynamof faith are driving. This cannot be avoided, because
faith is a matter of personal concern. At the same time, he

ics

who makes the attempt must give objective reasons for his
decision. "Qbjective" means in this case: derived from the
nature of faith which is the same in all types of faith-if the
term "faith" is to be used at all.

Roman Catholicism rightly has called itself a system
which unites the most divergent elements of maq's religious
and cultural life. Its sources are the Old Testament, which
itself combines the sacramental and the moral type, Hellen-

act of faith as well as of the content of faith. The expressions of man,s ultimate concern, understood subjectively as
well as objectively, are not a chaos of unlimited varieties.
of basic attitudes which have defaith and are consequences of the
e, it is Possible to understand and
describe their movements against and toward each other and

istic mystery religiors, individual mysticism, classical Greek
humanism, and the scientific methods of later antiquity.
Above all, it is based directly on the New Testament, which
in itself includes a variety of types and represents a union of
cthical and mystical elements. A conspicuous example is
['aul's descrþtion of the Spirit. Faith, in the New Testarnent,is the state of being grasped by the divine Spirit. As
Spirit it is the presence of the divine power in the human
, mind; as holy Spirit it is the Spirit of love, justice and truth.
I would not hesitate to call this description of t]re Spirit the
Írnswer to the question and the fulfillment of the dynamics
i
which drive the history of faith. But such an answer is not a
\
place to rest upon. It must be given again and again on the.)
l¡asis of new experiences, and under changing conditions.
\
Only if this is done does it remain an answer and a possible \
,

,
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ti.',*,t?l^t',::l:::]t:"ttÎT't:-:"'ry
an{
of the original union anrl have fallen under the predom' i to.
:l
in:,qYt*ion¡
fulfill
the dvnamics of the historv of faith in past and
side. This is the point where thc I
;;ä;
ll4tluuu¡v¡¡v¡la,;;;r-;il';*.
turure'
Protestant protest has arisen before, during and after thc I
Reformation of the sixteenth century' This is the point
where the Protestant protest must always a¡ise in the namc
of the ultimacy of the ultimate.
The general criticism of the Roman Church by all Protestant groups was the .qryI"{g" of the pitplgliq lçltcriticism by the authoritarian system of the Church and thc
faith over the moralchangâ ôi the second
so a break was un'
avoidable. But the break brought about a loss of Roman
sacramentalism and the uniting authority based on them'
In consequence of this loss, Protestantism became more and
more a representative of the moral type of ultimate concern'
In this way it lost not only the large number of ritual traditions in the Catholic churches but also a full understanding
of the presence of the holy in sacramental and mystical ex'
periences. The Pauline experience of the Spirit as the unity
of all types of faith was largely lost in both Catholicism anrl
Protestantism. It is the attempt of the present description ol
faith to point, in contemporary terminology, to the reality
of Paul's understanding of the Spirit as the unity of thrr
ecstatic and the personal, of the sacramental and the moral,
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Âll spiritual elements of man, in spite of their distinct charwithin each other. This is true also of faith and
reason. Therefore, it is not enough to assert that the state of
V.
bcing ultimately concerned is in no conflict with the rational
iltructure of the human mind. One also must show their
rctual relationship, namely, the way in which they lie
Faith
within each other. In which sense, one must ask first, is the
word "reason" used when confronted with faith? Is it
rneant, as is often the case today, in the sense of
¡cientific
tnethod, loglcal strictness and technical calculation? Or is it
tused, as in most periods of Western culture, in the sense of
I. FAITH AND REASON
and
symbols
of
variety
limitless
the
to
the
soj!gQ,_o_f meaning, of structure, of norms and prinpointed
have
We
imply
to
r:iples? In the first case, reason gives the tools for recognizing
to the many contrasting types of faith. This seenn
havc
types
and
symbols
these
claim
of
nnd controlling reality, and faith gives the direction in
the
a complete denial
to truth. Therefore, we must now discuss the question which this control may be exercised. One could call this
whether, and in what sense, faith can be judged in terms of
ncter, are

I
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truth.
The most usual way in which this problem has been dis'
cussed is to contrast faith with reason, and to ask whethcr
they exclude each other or whether they can be united in n
reasonable faith. If the latter is possible, how are the elc'
ments of rationality and of faith related to each other? Ob'
viously, if the meaning of faith is misunderstood in the wayr
we have indicated before, faith and reason exclude each
other. If, however, faith is understood as the state of bein¡
ultimately concerned, no conflict need exist.
But this answer is insufficient, because man's spiritual liÍt
is a unity and does not admit elements alongside each other
7+

nrt, the actualization of moral commands; it makes a cenlcred personal life and a participation in community posrible. If faith were the opposite of reason, it would tend to
rlchumanize man. This consequence has been drawn, theotctically and practically, in religious and political authorihrian systerns.rA faith which destroy,s reason destroys itself

the unconditional commands of the ethical imperative, and I llecomes filled with irrational or demonic contents and is
to be aware of the presence of the hol,v. All this is valid onl¡' I destroyed bv them. The road leads from reason fulfilled in
if the second meaning of reason is presupposed: reason as I faith through reason without faith to reason filled with
and not thc tlemonic-destructive faith. The second stage is only a point
_the meaningful structure of mind and reality;
I
of transition, since there is no vacuum in the spiritual life,
first meaning: reason as a technical tool'
in
ln
act
as there is none in nature.
i
Reason is the precondition of faith; faith is the
iI iìs
thc
is
Ihis
itself.
faith,
and
faith
is
the
fulfill
reasorr,
which reason reaches ecstatically beyond
I
opposite side of their being within each other. MA4's re¿son I of ultimãiã conðèrn is reasòñ in ecstãsy. There is no conflict
isfinite; it moves within finite relations lvhen dealing with f lletween the nature of faith and the nature of reason; they
the universe and with man himself. All cultural activiti$ | lre rvithin each other.
in which man perceives his world and those in which hc I On this point theology will ask several questions. It will
shapes his worlJ have this character of finitude. Thereforc, I ¡rsk whether the nature of faith is not distorted under the
they are not matters of infinite concern. But reason is not conditions of human existence, for example, if demonicbound to its own finitude. It is aware of it and, in so doing, rlcstructive forces get hold of it-as indicated before. And
lheology will ask whether the nature of reason is not distorte
from himself. Finally, it
will
h and reason and the true
rratu
be re-established by what
, r'cligion calls "revelation." And-theology will continue-if
at
concern,
ultimate
this is the case, is reason in its distorted stage not obliged to
his
as
finity, and this awareness appears
I
ir
faith. If reason is grasped by an ultimate concern' it I rrrbject itself to revelation and is not this subjection to the
drivenbeyonditself; butitdoesnotceasetobereasonrfinitclcontents of revelation the true sense of the term "faith"?
dotrl 'l'he answer to these questions, asked by theology, is the
reason. The ecstatic experience of a
, noll rrtatter of a whole theology itself. It cannot be given in the
¡ot destroy the structure of reason.
it i'f l,rcsent book except in a few basic statements.
clenied, rationality. Reason can b

i
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must be acknowledged that man is in a state of
estrangement from his true nature. Thus the use of his rea'
son and the character of his faith are not what they essen'
tially are and, therefore, ought to be. This leads to actual
conflicts between a distorted use of reason and an idolatrous
faith. The solution we gave with respect to the true nature
of faith and the true nature of reason cannot be applied
without this fundamental qualification to the actual life of
faith and reason under the conditions of human existence.
The consequence of this qualification is that the estrangement of faith and of reason in themselves and in their mutual relationship must be overcome and their true nature
and relation must be established within actual life. The experience in which this happens is a revelatory experience.
The term "revelation" has been misused so much that it is
difficult to use it at all, even more so than the term "rea'
son." Revelation is popularly understood as a divine information about divine matters, given to prophets and apostles
and dictated by the divine Spirit to the writers of the Bible,
or the Koran, or other sacred books. Acceptance of such
divine informations, however absurd and irrational they
may be, is then called faith. Every word of the present dis'
cussion contradicts this distortion of the meaning of revela'
ì,
tion.lBevelatiorlþ first of all the experience in which an
i ultimate concern grasps the human mind and creates a
community in which this concern expresses itself in symbols
, of action, imagination and thought. Wherever such a reve'
I latory experience occurs, both faith and reason are renewed.

Their internal...a¡ld auttual conflicts are conquered, and
estrangement is ^1eplaçe{ by reconciliation. This is what
revelation means, .pr shoul- d mean. It is an event in which
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the ultimate becomt:S manifest in an ultimate concern, shaking and transforming'the given situation in religion and culture. In such an expcrience no conflict between faith and
reason is possible; for it is man's total structure as a rational
being which is grasped and.changed by the revelatory manifestation of an ultimate concc'm. But revelation is relevation
to man in his state of corrupted faith and corrupted
rationality. And the corruption, àlthough broken in its
final power, is conquered but not removed. It enters the
new revelatory experience as it had entered the oid ones. ft
makes faith idolatrous, confusing the bearer and the manifestations of the ultimate with the ultimate itself. It deprives
reason of its ecstatic power, of its tendency to transcend itself in the direction of the ultimate. In consequence of this
dual distortion, it distorts the relation of faith and reason,
reducing faith to a preliminary concern which interferes
with the preliminary concerns of reason, and elevates reason
to ultimacy in spite of its essential finitude. Out of this
double corruption there arise new conflicts between faith
and reason and with them the quest for a new and superior
revelation. The history of faith is a permanent fight with
the corruption of faith, and the conflict with reason is one
of its most conspicuous symptoms. The decisive battles in
this fight are the great revelatory events, and the victorious
battle would be a final revelation in which the distortion of
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faith and reason is definitely overcome. Çh'oiitiunity claims
to be based on this revelation. Its claimÂi èxposed to the
continuous pragmatic test of

histolf. .l

..,

2. THE TRUTH OF FAITIT AND SCIENTÍFIC TRUTH
There is no conflict between faith.ln its true nature and
reason in its true nature. This inc.Ludes the assertion that
there is no essential conflict between faith and the cognitive
ion in all its forms was always
of man's reason which comes
th faith. This was especially so
a lower form of knowledge and
divine authority guaranteed its
is distortion of the meaning of
have
removed one of the most frefaith, and in doing so
quent causes for the conflicts between faith and knowledge.
But we must show beyond this the concrete relation of faith
to the several forms of cognitive reason: the scientific, the
historical and the philosophical. The truth of faith is different from the meaning of truth in each of these ways of
knowledge. Nevertheless, it is truth they all try to reach,
truth in the sense of the "really real" received ad,.,çqqttely
by the cognitive function of the human min<1.-Eryr-takes
place if man's cognitive endeavor misses the really real and
takes that which is only seemingly real for real; or if it hits
the really real but expresses it in a distorted way. Olten it
or whether its
is difficult to say @
ex¡ress-ion þjn-ad-c-qt¡Alq because the two forms of error are
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interdependent. In any case, where there is the attempt to
know, there is truth or error or one of the many degrees of
transition between truth and error. In faith man's cognitive
function is at work. Therefore, we must ask Whgt,thg_trlg?gwhat its-c¡lqe¡þ-ge, and ho-ui!--i¡
i@,is,
relalgqj=o__qlber fo_qryr¡ of trut-h with other kinds of criteria.
Sc!çnc-ç tries to describe and to explain the structures and
_:-=:
relations in the universe, in so far as they can be tested by
experiment and calculated in quantitative terms. The truth
of a scientific statement is the adequacy of the descripqion -of
th. *trg9!gg!_-laws which determine reality, and it is the
verification of this description by experimental repetitions.
Every scientific truth is preliminary and s-uþieçl !o- gbal.ges
both in grasping reality and in expressing it adequately.
This element of Wr-ç-e-{ainty does not diminish the truth
value of a tested and verified scientific assertion. It only
prevents scientific dogmatism and absolutism.
Therefore, it is a -very poor method of defending the
truth of faith against the truth of science, if theologians
point to the preliminary character of every scientific statement in order to provide a place of retreat for the truth of
faith. If tomorrow scientific Progress reduced the sphere of
uncertaint¡ faith would have to continue its retreat-an
undignified and unnecessary procedure, for scientific truth
and the truth of fait

oI c9341g. Science
with faith and faith
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One dimension of meaning is not able to interfere with another dimension.
If this is understood, the previor:s conflicts between faith
and science appear in a quite different light. The conflict
was actually not le!ryqgfr_leiqh-ary!- scienc-e þ_qt-belry..Jn
u !-glþ .et¡d- a-sçie-$ç'ç-ç-æL-oj-vv-b-lch--1v49- not aware of its
qy_L_Elid diqçIqiq¡- When the representatives of faith
impeded the beginning of modern astronomy they were not
aware that the Christian symbols, although using the
Aristotelian-Ptolemaic astronom¡ were not tied up with
this astronomy. Only if the symbols of "God in heaven" and
t'demons below the earth" are taken as
"man on earth" and
descriptions of places, populated by divine or demonic
beinç can modern astronomy conflict with the Christian
faith. On the other hand, if representatives of modern
physics reduce the whole of realitylo the mechanical movement ofìhe ùalest particles of matter, denying the really
real quality of life and mind, they express a faith, objectiveþ as well as subjectively. Subjectively science is their
ultimate concern-and they are ready to sacrifice everything, including their lives, for this ultimate. Objectively,
they create a monstrous symbol of this concern, namely, a
universe in whÈh-eíãfrÏñ$ iñõilding their own scientific
passion, is swallowed by a meaningless mechanism. In opposing this symbol of faith Christian faith is right.
Science can conflict only with science, and faith only with
faith; science which remains science cannot conflict with
faith which remains faith. This is true also of other spheres

of scientiûc research, such as biology and psychology. The
famous struggle between the theory of evolution and the
theology of some Christian groups was not a struggle between science and faith, but between a science whose faith
deprived man of his humanity and a faith whose expression
was distorted by Biblical literalism. It is obvious that a theology which interprets the Biblical story of creation as a
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scientific description of an event which happened once upon
a time interferes with the methodologically controlled scientific work; and that a theory of evolution which interprets
man's descendance from older forms of life in a way that
removes the infinitg qualitative difference between man
and animal il6ltÐand not science.
The same consideration must be given to present and
future conflicts between faith and contemporary psychology. Modern psychology is afraid of the concept of soul
because it seems to establish a reality which is unapproachable by scientific methods and may interfere with their results. This fear is not unfounded; psychology should not
accept any concept which is not produced by its own scientific work. Its function is to describe man's processes ar¡
adequately as possible, and to be open to replacement of
these descrþtions at any time. This is true of the modern
concepts of ego, superego, self, personality, unconsciousness,
mind, as well as of the traditional concepts of soul, spirit,
will, etc. Methodological psychology is subject to scientific
verification, ð b every other scientific endeavor. AII its con-
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cepts and definitions, even those most validated, are preliminary.
When faith speaks of the ultimate dimension in which
man lives, and in which he can win or lose his soul, or of
the ultimate meaning of his existence, it is not interfering at
all with the scientific rejection of the concept of the soul.
A psychology without soul cannot deny this nor can a Psychology with soul confirm it. The truth of man's eternal
-.uttittg lies in a dimension other than the truth of adequate psychological concepts. Contemporary anal¡tic or
depth psychology has in many instances conflicted with
pre-theological and theological expressions of faith. It is,
however, not difficult in the statements of depth psychology
to distinguish the more or less verified observations and
hypotheses from assertions about man's nature and destiny
which are clearly expressions of faith. The naturalistic
elements which Freud carried from the nineteenth into the
twentieth century, his basic puritanism with respect to
love, his pessimism about culture, and his reduction of religion to ideological projection are all expressions of faith and
not the result of scientific analysis. There is no reason to
deny to a scholar who deals with man and his predicament
the right to introduce elements of faith. But if he attacks
<-rther forms of faith in the name of sr:ientific psychology, as
l'reud and marty of his followers do, he isçgnfusing dimensions. In this case those who represent another kind of faith
are justified in resisting these attacks. It is not always easy to
distinguish the element of faith from the element of scientific
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in a psychological assertion, but it is possible and
often necessary.
The distinction between the truth of faith and the truth
of-scienàJeads to a warning, directed to theologians, not to
use recent scientific discoveries to confirm the truth of faith.
tr4icrophysics have undercut some scientific hypotheses concerning the calculability of the universe. The theory of
quantum and the principle of indeterminacy have had this
effect. Immediately religious writers use these insights for
the confirmation of their own ideas of human freedom,
divine creativity, and miracles. But there is no justification
for such a procedure at all, neither from the point of view
of physics nor from the point of view of religion. The
physical theories referred to have no direct relation to the
infinitely complex phenomenon of human freedom, and the
emission of power in quantums has no direct relation to the
meaning of miracles. Theology, in using physical theories in
this way, confuses the dimension of science with the dimension of faith. The truth of faith cannot be confirmed by
latest physical or biological or psychological discoveries-as
it cannot be denied bv them.
hypothesis

j

3. THE TRUTH OF FAITH AND HISTORICAL TRUTH
Historical truth has a character quite different from that
of scientific truth. History reports unique events, not repetitious processes which can be tested again and again. Historical events are not subject to experiment. The only
analogy in history to a physical experiment is the com-
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parison of documents. If documents of an independent
origin agree, a historical assertion is verified within its own
limits. But history does not only tell a series of facts. It also
tries to understand these facts in their origins, their relations, their meaning. History describes, explains, and understands. And understanding presupposes participation. This
is the difference between historical and scientific truth. In
historical truth the interpreting subject is involved; in scientific truth it is detached. Since the truth of faith means
total involvement, historical truth has often been compared
with the truth of faith. A complete dependence of the historical truth on the truth of faith has been derived from
such an identification. In this way it has been asserted that
faith can guarantee the truth of a questionable historical
statement. But he who makes such assertions forgets that in
a genuine historical work detached and controlled observation is as much used as in the observation of physical or
biological processes. Historical truth is first of all factual
truth; in this it is distinguished from the poetic truth of
epics or from the mythical truth of legend. This difference
is decisive for the relation of the truth of faith to the truth
of history. Faith cannot guarantee factual truth. But faith
can and must interpret the meaning of facts from the point
of view of man's ultimate concern. In doing so it transfers
historical truth into the dimension of the truth of faith.
This problem has come into the foreground of much
popular and theological thought since historical research
has discovered the literary character of the Biblical writinç.

It
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has shown that in their narrative parts the Old and
the New Testament combine historical, legendary and
mythological elements and that in many cases it is impossible to separate these elements from each other with any
degree of probability. Historical research has made it obvious that there is no way to get at the historical events
which have produced the Biblical picture of Jesus who is
called the Christ with more than a degree of probability.
Similar research in the historical character of the holy writings and the legendary traditions of non-Christian religions
has discovered the same situation. The truth of faith cannot 7,
be made dependent on the historical truth of the stories and
legends in which faith has expressed itself. It is a disastrous
distortion of the meaning of faith to identify it with the beIief in the historical validity of the Biblical stories. This,
however, happens on high as well as on low levels of
sophistication. People say that others or they themselves are
without Christian faith, because they do not believe that
the New Testament miracle stories are reliably documented.
Certainly they are not, and the search for the degree of
probability or improbability of a Biblical story has to be
made with all the tools of a solid philological and historical
method. It is not a matter of faith to decide if the presently
used edition of the Moslemic Koran is identical with the
original text, although this is the fervent belief of most of
the adherents of Mohammed. It is not a matter of faith to
decide that large parts of the Pentateuch are priestly wisdom of the period after the Babylonic exile, or that the
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Book of Genesis contains more myths and sacred legend
than actual history. It is not a matter of faith to decide
whether or not the expectation of the final catastrophe of the
universe as envisaged in the late books of the Old and in
the New Testament originated in the Persian religion. It is
not a matter of faith to decide how much legendary, mythological and historical material is amalgamated in the
stories about the birth and the resurrection of the Christ. It
is not a matter of faith to decide which version of the reports about the early days of the Church has the greatest
probability. All these questions must be decided, in terms of
i*ore or less probability, by historical research. Tlrcy are
questions of historical truth, not of the truth of faith. Faith
êan say that something of ultimate concern has happened in
history because the question of the ultimate in being and
meaning is involved. Faith can say that the Old Testament
law which is given as the law of Moses has unconditional
validity for those who are grasped by it, no matter how
much or how little can be traced to a historical figure of
that name. Faith can say that the reality which is manifest
in the New Testament picture of Jesus as the Christ has
saving power for those who are grasped by it, no matter
how much or how little can be traced to the historical figure
who is called Jesus of Nazareth. Faith can ascertain its own
foundation, the Mosaic law, or Jesus as the Christ, Mohammed the prophet, or Buddha the illuminated. But faith cannot ascertain the historical conditions which made it
possible for these men to become matters of ultimate con-
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cern for large sections of humanity. Faith includes certitude
about its own foundation-for example, an event in history
which has transformed history-for the faithful. But faith
does not include historical knowledge about the way in
which this event took place. Therefore, faith cannot be
shaken by historical research even if its results are critical
of the traditions in which the event is reported.tThis independence of historical truth is one of the most important
conseguences of the understanding of faith as the state of
ultimate concern. It liberates the faithful from a burden
i'hey cannot carry after the demands of scholarly honesty
have shaped their conscience. If such honesty were in a
necessary conflict with what has been called the "obedience
of faith," God w'ould be seen as split in himself, as having
demonic traits; and the concern about it would not be ultimate concern, but the conflict of two limited concerns.
Such faith, in the last analysis, is idolatrous.

4, THE TRUTIT OF FAITH AND PI{TLOSOPHTCAL TRUTH
Neither scientific nor historical truth can affirm or negate
the truth of faith. The truth of faith can neither affirm nor
negate scientific or historical truth. Then the question arises
whether philosophical truth has the same relation to the
truth of faith or whether the relati<;n is more complex. This,
indeed, is the case. What is more, the complexity of the
relation between philosophical truth and the truth of faith
makes the relation of scientific and historical truth more
complex than it appeared in the preceding analysis. This is
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the reason for the innumerable discussions about the relationship of faith and philosophy and for the popular
opinion that philosophy is the enemy and destroyer of faith.
Even theologians who have used a philosophical concept in
order to express the faith of a religious community have
been accused of betraying tire faith.
.îh. diffi.ulty of every discussion concerning philosophy
as such is the fact that every definition of philosophy is an
expression of the point of view of the philosopher who gives
the definitionr Nevertheless, there is a kind of pre-philosophical agreement about the meaning of philosoPhY, and the
only thing one can do in a discussion like the present one
is to use this prephilosophical notion of what philosophy is.
In this sense philosophy is the attempt to answer the most
general questions about the nature of reality and human
existence. Most general are those questions which do not ask
about the nature of a specific sphere of reality (as the Physical or the historical realms) but about the nature of reality,
which is effective in all realms. Philosophy tries to find the
universal categories in which being is e:<perienced.
If such a notion of philosophy is presuppoaed, the rela-

the religious concern. In both cases ¡dlimate. reality is
sought and expressed<onceptually in philosophy, sy*bolically in religion. rPhilosophical truth consists in true
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to that between the truth of faith and scientific truth. But
the difference is that there is a point of identity between the
ultimate of the philosophical question and the ultimate of

9r

.concepts concerning the ultimate; the truth of faith consists
in true sy-mbols concerning the ultimate, The relation between these two is the problem with which we have to deal.
The question will certainly be raised: Why does philosophy use concepts and why does faith use symbols if both
try to express the same ultimate? The answer, of course, is
that the relation to the ultimate is not the same in each case.
The philosophical relation is in principle a detached descrip
lion of the basic structure in which the ultimate manifests
itself. The relation of faith is in principle an involved exp.qession of concern about the meaning of the ultimate for
the faithful. The difference is obvious and fundamental.
But it is, as the phrase "in principle" indicates, a difference
which is not maintained in the actual life of philosophy and
of faith. ft cannot be maintained, because the philosopher is
a human being with an ultimate concern, hidden or open.
And the faithful one is a human being with the power of
thought and the need for conceptual understanding. This is
not only a biographical fact. It has consequences for the
life of philosophy in the philosopher and for the life of faith
in the faithful.
An analysis of philosophical systems, essays or fragments
of all kinds shows that the direction in which the philosoopher asks the question and the preference he gives to

special types of aruwers is determined by cognitive consider-
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ation and by a state of ultimate concern. The historically
most significant philosophies show not only the greatest
power of thought but the most pa.ssionate concern about the

it. In no case is it a result of their discoveries. It is always
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meaning of the ultimate whose manifestations they describe.
One needs only to be reminded of the Indian and Greek
philosophers, almost without exception, and the modern
philosophers from Leibnitz and Spinoza to Kant and Hegel.
If it seems that the positivistic line of philosophers from
Locke and Hume to present-day logical positivism is an exception to this rule, one must consider that the task to which
these philosophers restricted themselves were special problems of the doctrine of knowledge and, in our time especially, analyses of the linguistic tools of scientific knowledge.
This certainly is a justified and very important endeavor,
but is not philosophy in the traditional sense.
Philosophy, in its genuine meaning, is carried on by
people in whom the passion of an ultimate concern is united
with a clear and detached observation of the way ultimate
reality manifests itself in the processes of the universe. It is
this element of ultimate concern behind philosophical idea-s
which supplies the truth of faith in them. Their vision of
r the universe and of man's predicament within it unites
faith and conceptual work. Philosophy is not only the
mother's womb out of which science and history have come,
it is also an ever-present element in actual scientific and historical work. The frame of reference within which the great
physicists have seen and are seeing the universe of their inquiries is philosophical, even if their actual inquiries verify
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a vision of the totality of being which consciously or unconsciously determines the frame of their thought. Because this
is so one is justified in saying that even in the scientific view
of reality an element of faith is effective. Scientists rightly
try to prevent these elements of faith and philosophical
truth fronr interfering with their actual research. This is
possible to a great extent; but even the most protected experiment is not absolutely "pure"-Oure in the sense of the
exclusion of interfering factors such as the observer, and as
the interest which determines the kind of question asked of
nature in an experiment. What we said about the philosopher must also be said about the scientist. Even in his
scientific work he is a human being, grasped by an ultimate
concern, and he asls the question of the universe a,s such,
the philosophical question.
In the same way the historian is consciously or unconsciously a philosopher. It is quite obvious that every task of
the historian beyond the finding of facts is dependent on
evaluations of historical factors, especially the nature of
man, his freedom, his determination, his development out
of nature, etc. It is less obvious but also true that even in
the act of finding historical facts philosophical presuppositions are involved. This is especially true in deciding, out of
the infinite number of happenings in every infinitely small
moment of time, which facts shall be called historically
relevant facts. The historian is further forced to give his
cyaluation of sources and their reliabilit¡ a task which is
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\ not independent of his interpretation of human nature.
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Firrully, in the moment in which a historical work gives implicit or explicit assertions about the meaning of historical
events for human existence, the philosophical presupposi-

tial difference, there is an actual union of philosophical

elements, philosophical truth and the truth of faith. Further,
the term seelns to indicate that there ß one philosophical

it

has been terrqed. But
only the philosophical question is perennial, not the answeñi.
There is a continuous Process of interpretation of philosophical elements and elements of faith, not one Philosophical faith.
-There is truth of faith in philosophical truth. And there
is philosophical truth in the truth of faith-, In order to see
the latter point we must confront the conceptual expression
of philosophical truth with the symbolical expression of the
truth of faith. Now, one can say that most philosophical

faith, a "philosophia perennisr"
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tåe book of this name by Jaspers.
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concepts have mythological ancestors and that most mythological symbols have conceptual elements which can and
mr¡st be developed ar¡ soon as the philosophical consciousnes has appeared. In the idea of God the concepts of being,
life, spirit, unity and diversity are implied. In the symbol of
the creation concepts of finitude, anxiety, freedom and time
are implied. The symbol of the "fall of Adam" implies a
concept of man's essential nature, of his conflict with himself, of his estrangement from himself. Only because every
religious symbol has conceptual potentialities is "theo-logy"
possible.'There is a philosophy implied in every
faitht But faith does not determine the movem
philosophical thought, just as philosophy does not determine the character of one's ultimate concern. Symbols of
faith can open the eyes of the philosopher to qualities of the
universe which otherwise would not have been recognized
by him. But faith does not command a definite philosoph¡
although churches and theological movements have claimed
and used Platonic, Aristotelian, Kantian or Humean philosophies. The philosophical implications of the symbols of
faith can be developed in many ways, but the truth of faith
and the truth of philosophy have no authority over each
other.

5. TIIE TRUTH OF FAITII AND ITS CRITERIA
In what sense, then, can one speak of the truth of faith
if it cannot be judged by any other kind of truth, whether
scientific, historical or philosophical? The answer follows

1\
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from the nature of faith as the state of being ultimately
concerned. It has, as the concept of concern itself, two
a subjective and an objective side. The truth of faith must
be considered from both sides. From the subjective side one
an ultimrrst ,sav that faith is true if it adequately
sides,

/
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justifies the history of religion and makes
iiìnderstandable as a history of man's ultimate concern, of
his response to the manifestation of the holy in many places
in many ways. The second answer points to a criterion of
ultimacy by which the history of religion is judged, not in
terms of rejection but in terms of a yes and no'
Faith has truth in so far as it adequately expresses an ulti-

types of faith.

It

The relation of man to the ultimate undergoes changes'
Contents of ultimate concern vanish or are replaced by
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from this point of view at the history of faith, including our
own period, t
I
\,
. This, certainl¡
sense, but it is a pragmatic one that can be
applied rather easily to the past with its stream of obviously
dead symbols. It cannot be applied so easily to the present
because one never can say a symbol is definitely dead if it
is still accepted. It may be dormant but capable of being
reawakened.

that

it

b-l

other criterion of the truth of a symbol of faith is
expresses

n\
.,

the light of this
criterion the history of faith as a whole stands under jrdgment. The weakness of all faith is the ease with which it becomes idolatrous. The human mind, Calvin has said, is a
continuously working factory of idols. This is true of all types
of faith, and even if Protestant Christianity is considered as
the point in rvhich the different tlpes converge, it is.open to
idolatrous distortions. It must also apply against itself the
criterion which it uses against other forms of faith. Every
type of faith has the tendency to elevate its concrete symbols
to absolute validity. The criterion of the truth of faith,
therefore, is that it implies an element of self-negation. That
syrnbol is most adequate which expresses not only the ultimate but also its own lack of ultimacy. Christianity expresses itself in such a symbol in contrast to all other
religions, namely, in the Cross of the Christ. Jesus could
not have been the Christ without sacrificing himself as Jesus
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acceptance of Jesus as the
Christ which is not the acceptance of Jesus the crucified is a
form of idolatry. The ultimate concern of the Christian is
not Jesus, but the Christ Jesus who is manifest as the crucified. The event which has created this symbol has given the
criterion by which the truth of Christianity, as well as of any
other religion, must be judged. The only infallible truth of
faith, the one in which the ultimate itself is unconditionally
manifest, is that any truth of faith stands under a yes-or-no
judgment.
Driven by this criterion, Protestantism has criticized the
Roman Church. Doctrinal formulations did not divÍde the
churches in the Reformation period; it was the rediscovery
of the principle that no church has the right to put itself in
the place of the ultimate. Its truth is judged by the ultimate.
In the same way, Biblical research in Protestantism has
shown the many levels of Biblical literature and the impossibility of considering the Bible as containing the infaltible truth of faith. The same criterion is valid with
respect to the whole history of religion and culture. The
criterion contains a Yes-it does not reject any truth of
faith in whatever form it may appear in the history of faith
it contains a No-it does not accept any truth of
-and
faith as ultimate except the one that no man Possesses it.
The fact that this criterion is identical with the Protestant
principle and has become reality in the Cros of the Christ
constitutes the superiority of Protestant Christianity.

to himself as the Christ. Any

VI.
The Life of Faith

I.

FAITH AND

COURAGE

Everything said about faith in the previous chapters is
derived from the experience of actual faith, of faith as a
lirirg realit¡ or in a metaphoric abbreviation, of the life of
faith. This experience is the subject of our last chapter. The
"dynamics of faith" are present not only in the inner tensions and conflicts of the content of faith, but also present
in the life of faith, and of course the one is dependent on
the other.
Where there is faith there is tension between participation and separation, between the faithful one and his ultimate concern. We have used the metaphor "being graTred"
for describing the state of ultimate concern. And being
grasped implies that he who is grasped and that by which
place. Without
timate c"ncetn

,frl¡t*;¡¿ ¿ç¿i
act of faith presupposes participation in that toward which
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it is directed. without a preceding experience of the ulti-

being,can exist completely without such a concern, we can
say:/Neither faith nor doubt can be eliminated from man

I

OO

mate no faith in the ultimate can evist. The mystical typc
of faith has emphasized this point most strongly' Here lies
its truth which no theology of "mere faith" can destroY'
without the manifest;rtioh of God in man -the question ol
God and faith in Gocl are not possible. There is no faith

"in-spite-of element" of faith would be lacking' But the
human situation, its finitude and estrangement, prevents

separation of man from the ultimate. There is no faith without separation.
Oul of the elenent of participation follows the certainty
A
of faith; out of the element of separation follows the doubt
in faith. And each is essential for the nature of faith. someeliloitralp_
conqueror

it still
Neither
contains faith. Otherwise it would be indifference.
faith nor doubt can be eliminated, though each of them can
be reduced to a minimum, in the life of faith. since the life
of faith is life in the state of ultimate concern and no human
but

IOI

as man.

Faith and doubt have been contrasted in such a way that

the quiet certainty of faith has been praised as the complete removal of doubt. There is, indeed, a serenity of the
life in faith beyond the disturbing struggles between faith
and doubt. To attain such a state is a natural and justified
desire of every human being. But even if it is attained-as
in people who are called saints or in others who are described as firm in their faith-the element of doubt, though
conquered, is not lacking. In the saints it appears, according
to holy legend, as a temptation which increases in power
with the increase of saintliness. In those who rest on their
unshakable faith, pharisaism and fanaticism are the unmistakable symptoms of doubt which has been repressed.
tage. _,.
Courage does not deny that there is doubt, but it takes the
doubt into itself as an expression of its own finitude and
affirms the content of an ultimate concern. Courage does
not need the safety of an unquestionable conviction. It includes the risk without which no creative life is posible.
For example, if the content of someone's ultimate concern is Jesus as the Christ, such faith is not a matter of a doubtless certainty, it is a matter of daring courage with the risk
to fail. Even if the confession that Jesus is the Christ is expressed in a strong and positive wa)', the fact that it is a confession irnplies courage and risk,
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All this is said of living faith, of faith as actual concern,
and not of faith as a traditional attitude without tensions,
without doubt and without courage. Faith in this selx¡e,
which is the attitude of many members of the churches as
well as of society at large, is fa¡ removed from the dynamic
character of faith as described in this book. One could say
that such conventional faith is the dead remnant of former
experiences of ultimate concern. It is dead but it can become alive. Fo. r.u.t totdyttu-i"_f-a-ilL liv-ç -iq Þ@olsJn
these symbols the power of original faith is still embodied.
Therefore, one should not underestimate the importance of
faith as a traditional attitude. It is not actual, not living
faith; it is potential faith which can become actual. This is
especially relevant for education. It is not meaningless to
communicate to children or immature adults objective symbols of faith and with them expressions of the living faith of
former generations. Tþ._4"tlgq{_o{ thiq- meihgfl, of course,
is that the faith, mediated in education, ry-ill remain a_tr?c!itional attitude and never break through to a state of li{ng
fgg. However, if this causes people to become hesitant
abõut communicating any of the given symbols and to wait
until independent questions about the meaning of life have
arisen, it can lead to a powerful life of faith, but it also can
lead to emptiness, to cynicism and, in reaction to it, to
idolatrous forms of ultimate concern.
J Living faith includes the doubt about itself, the courage
,,to take this doubt into itself, and the risk of courage. There
is an element of immediate certainty in every faith, which is
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not subject to doubt, courage and risk-the unconditional
concern itself. It is e>rperienced in passion, anxiet¡ dopuir,
ecstasy. But it is never experienced in isolation from a concrete content. It is orperienced in, with and through the
concrete content, and only the analytic mind can isolate it
theoretically. Such theoretical isolation is the basis of this
whole book; it is the way to the definition of faith as ultimate concern. But the life of faith itself does not include
such anal¡ic work. Therefore, the doubt about the concrete
çontent of ole's ultimate concern is directed against faith in
its totality, and faith as a total act must affirm itself through
courage.
The use

of the term "courage" in this context (fully explained i., -y book The Courage to Be) needs some interpretation, especially in its relation to faith. In a short formulation one could say that courage is that element in faith
which is related !o the risk of {aith. One cannot replace
faith by courage, but neither can one describe faith without
courage. In mystical literature the "vision of God" is described as the stage which transcends the state of faith either
after the earthly life or in rare moments within it. In the
complete reunion with the divine ground of being, the element of distance is overcome and with it uncertainty, doubt,
courage and risk. The finite is taken into the infinite; it is
not e:<tinguished, but it is not separated either. This is not
the ordinary human situation. To the state of separated
finitude belong faith and the courage to risk. The risk of
faith is the concrete content of one's ultimate concern. But
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may not be the truly ultimate about which one is con' this situation faith still can be affirmed if the certainty is
cerned. Religiously speaking, there may be an idolatrou¡ given that even the failure of the risk of faith cannot
element in one's faith. It may be one's own wishful tåink' separate the concern of one's daring faith from the ultimate.
ing which determines the content; it may be the interest of This is the only absolute certainty of faith which colreone's social group which holds us in an obsolete tradition; sponds with the only absolute content of faith, nameþ, that
it may be a piece of reality which is not sufficient to exprest in relation to the ultimate we are always receiving and never
man's ultimate concern, as in old and new pol¡heism; it giving. We are never able to bridge the infinite distance bemay be an attempt to use the ultimate for one's own pur' tween the infinite and the finite from the side of the finite.
poses, as in magic practices and prayers in all religions. It This alone makes the courage of faith possible. The risk of
may be the confusion of the bsa&t gf Ëg{timate with thc failure, of error and of idolatrous distortion can be ta"ken, beultimate itself. This is done in all tlpes of faith and ha¡ cause the failure cqnqo! ¡9pq4g -lf from what is our ultibeen, from the first gospel stories on, the permanent danger mate concern.
of Christianity. A protest against such a confusion is found
in the Fourth Gospel, which has Jesus say: "He who be' 2. TAITII AND TIIE INTEGRATION OF TIIE PERSONALITY
The last consideration is decisive for the relation of faith
lieves in me does not believe in me but in him who has sent
devo'
to the problems of man's life as a personality. If faith is the
me." But the classical dogma,,the liturgies and the
tional life are not kept free from it. Nevertheless, the Chris' state of being ultimately concerned, all preliminary concerru¡
tian can have the courage to affirm his faith in Jesus as thc
Christ. He is aware of the possibility and even the inevi'
tability of idolatrous deviations, but also of the fact that in
the picture of the Christ itself the criterion against itr
is his faith. It must be repeated at this point that such an
idolatrous abuse is given-the cross.
Out of this criterion comes the message which is the very assertion would be absurd if faith were what it is in its disheart of Christianity and makes possible the courage to torted meaning, the belief in things without evidence. Yet
affirm faith in the Christ, namely, that in spite of all forccr the assertion is not absurd, but evident, if faith is ultimate
of separation between God and man this is overcome from concern.
Ultimate concern is related to all sides of reality and to
the side of God. One of these forces of separation is a doubt
which tries to prevent the courage to affirm one's faith. In all sides of the human personality. The ultimate is one ob-
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ject beside others, and the ground of all others. As the ulti'
mate is the ground of everything that is, so ultimate concern
is the integrating center of the personal life. Being without
it is being without a center. Such a state, however, can only
be approached but never fully reached, because e-hume$
being deprived completely_9f_1j9"!"t would cease to bc a
FotEIl reasoñ one láññot adìiuTlFælhãc
h-ìm-3¡r
-EUg,,
an ultimate concern or without faith.
without
is any man
The center unites all elements of man's personal life, thc
bodily, the unconscious, the conscious, the spiritual ones. In
the act of faith every nerve of man's body, every striving of
man's soul, every function of man's spirit participatcs. But
bod¡ soul, spirit, are not threc parts of man. They arc
dimensions of man's being, always within each other; for
man is a unity and not composed of parts. Faith, therefore,
is not a matter of the mind in isolation, or of the soul in
contrast to mind and body, or of the body (in the sense of
animal faith), but is the centered movement of the wholo
personality toward something of ultimate meaning and

life of faith. The same is true of the unqon;eþus strivings,
the so-called instincts of man's psyche.
c.lotce of sym¡ots an¿ tvpes of faith. ThHforg every community of faith tries to shape the unconscious strivings of its
members, especially of the new generations. I!¡be_{e¡!h__Q!
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significance.
U!1rnqa1!9_9gg99tq-¡spassionateconcerniit is a matter of

P*apg@

q þgdilY-!g$',
every act of
In
passion.
Jven if it is the most spiätuil
genuine faith the body participates, becar¡se genuine faith i¡
a passionate act. The way in which it participates is mani'
fold. The body can participate both in vital ecstasy and in
asceticism leading to spiritual ecstasy. But whether in vital
fulfillment or vital restriction, the body participates in thc

uÞre+rsree

to7

3r9 1d9gu¡r11o
t_e-t_e" Ie 9þaglg.
y have received
,"sublimation" and are united with the conscious activities
of the person. Faith also directs man's conscious life by giving it a central object of "gonçentratlon." The disrupting
trends of man's consciousness are one of the great problems
of all personal life. If a uniting center is absent, the infinite
variety of the encountered world, as well as of the inner
movements of the human mind, is able to produce or complete disintegration of the personality. There can be no
9{glgniting center than the ultimate concern of the mind.
There are various ways in which faith unites man's mental
life and gives it a dominating center. ft can be the way of
discþline which regulates the daily life; it can be the way of
meditation and contemplation; it can be the way of concentration on the ordinary work, or on a special aim or on another human being. fn each case, faith is presupposed; none
of it could be done without faith. Man's spiritual function,
artistic creation, scientific knowledge, ethical formation and
political organization are consciously or unconsciously expressions of an ultimate concern which gives pasion and
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creative
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to them, making them inexhaustible in depth

for
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it, and one should not confuse it with the integrating

and united in aim.
we have shown how faith determines and unites all ele'
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disease

in all dimensions of his being.
can also say that the iryt-eg¡ati-qg P.ower

tt"t

"J ¡?ttþ in
comment
needs
however,
statement,
This
power.
¡61"ùS
Çir/ãt'iinguistic and actual distortions of the relation of
faith and healing. Linguistically (and materially) one must

,41"

and

it

can be strengthened by mental acts.

In a non'

se of magic
depreciating serui
human rela'
power; and certa
It is a dailY
tionships as well
experience and sometimes one that is astonishing in its in'
tensity and success. But one should not ur¡e the word "faith"

power of faith, an
-,)
concern. Such op
lt
given and cannot
factor is the degree to which feilb-beå ço¡l+uer-edifs-id-ot"
aq_ggr.glements-and is directe4 1o¡q4rd the rç3lly ufti--4tç,.
Idolatrous faith has a definite dynamic: it can be extremely
passionate and exercise a preliminary integrating power. It
can heal and unite the personality, including its soul and
body. The gods of polytheism have shown healing Power,
not only in a magic way but also in terms of genuine reinte- ?
"
The objãcts of modern secular ¡¿o6¡Ç t.tch as ttation and success, have shown healing Power, not only by the
"ellre
magic fascination of a leader, a slogan or a promise but also
by the fulfillment of otherwise unfulfilled strivings for a
meaningful life. But the basis of the integration is too narrow. I{qlattous faith breaþ 4ryq sggll-g¡ oI la!çr 19{ q9
rdisease is worse than before. The one limited element which
has been elevated to ultimacy is attacked by other limited
elements. The mind is split, even if each of these elements
represents a high value. The fulfillment of the unconscious
drives does not last; they are rePressed or explode chaotically. The concentration of the mind vanishes because the
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other elements. Parts of the body can become sick, without
producing mental disease; and the mind can become sick
without visible bodily failures. In some forms of mental
sickness, especially neurosis, and in almost all forms of

bodily disease the spiritual life can remain completely
healthy and even gain in strength. Therefore, medical art

tremc dan.ger of misggldp-d,,ldglqlfq$ feittlr and the rea.r¡on i
is above all the Spirit which fights I
against the idolatrous distortion of faith.
The healing power.gJ-faith-:qrises the question of its rela'
tio¡r-_to-_of þr:-ø*lñesof hg3llgÉùWehavealreadyref erred
to an eleme¡t-=õIãæc influence from mind to mind with'
out referring to the medical art, its scientific presuppositionr
and its technical methods. There is an overlapping of all
agencies of healing and none of them should claim exclu'
sive validity. Nevertheless, it is possible conceptually to limit
each of them to a special function. Perhaps one can say that
the healing power of faith is related to the whole Peßon'
alit¡ indÇèndéñf of any special disease of body or mind,
and effective,positively or negatively in every moment of
one's life.( It'i'precedes, accompanies and follows all other
activities of healing. But it does not suffice alone in the de
velopment of the personality. In finitude and estrangement
man is not a whole, but is disrupted into different elements,
Each of these elements can disintegrate independently of thc

@pirit

must be used wherever such separated elements of the whole
of the personalitv are disintegrating for external or internal
reasons. This is true of mental as well as of bodily medicine.
And there is no conflict between them and the healing
power of the state of ultimate concern. It is also clear that
medical activities, including mental healing, cannot produce
a reintegration of the personality as a whole. Only faith can
do this. The tension between the two agencies of health
would disappear if both sides knew their special functions
and their special limfu. Then they would not be worried
about the third agency, the healing by magic concentration
on the powers of healing. They would accept its heþ while
revealing at the same time its great limitations.
There are as many types of integrated personalities as
there are types of faith. There is also the type of integration
which unites many characteristics of the different types of
personal integration. It was this kind of personality which
was created by early Christianit¡ and missed again and
again in the history of the Church. Its character cannot be
described from the point of view of faith alone; it leads to
the questions of faith and love, and of faigþ¿4{4gtion.
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FATTH, LOVE AND ACÎION

Since the apostle Paul was attacked because of his doctrine that faith in divine forgiveness and not human action
makes man acceptable to God, the question of faith in relation to love and action has been asked and answered in
many ways. The question and answer mean something quite
different if faith is understood as the belief in things without evidence or if faith is understood as the state of being
ultimately concerned. In the first case, it is natural to deny
any direct dependence of love and action on faith; in the
second case, love and action are implied in faith and cannot be separated from it. In spite of all distortions in the
interpretation of faith, the latter is the classical doctrine
however inadequately it was expressed.
l9ne is ultiryately _ cq$c erryed - .qub¡*pþ-out- -golqgtltUg-to
which oq€ 9!!9r¡!ialty,þçlqngs and from whiqþ o9e-is_gjslen-_
tially sep4rated.
ê--- There is no faith, we have seen, in the quiet
vision of God. But there is infinite concern about the possibility of reaching such quiet vision. It presupposes the reunion of the separated; the drive toward the reunion of the
separated is love. The conceq__qf- faith*is-identical withlbe
dpsirc-qtloye.t reuìIon-wi-th iiiut to which one belonç and

trylq_yhtlL qù@e!g$. I" tht-griat'cõmmarutñEñt
of the Old Testament, confirmed by Jesus, the object of
ultimate concern, and the object of unconditional love, is
God. From this is derived the love of what is God's, represented by both the neighbor and oneself. Therefore, it is
the
of God" and the ¡'lov€ Christ" which, in the

"fear
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whole Biblical literature,
$¡gggg¡þ !e-hdsr_þ!yê-rd
tþe other human beings. In Hinduism and Buddhism it is
the faith in the ultimate One, from whom every being
comes and to which it strives to return, that determines the
participation in the other one. The consciousness of ultimate
identity in the One makes identification with all beings
possible and necessary. This is not the Biblical concept of
love, which is person-centered, but it is love in the sense of
the desire for reunion with that to which one belongs. fn
both types of faith, love and action are not commended as
something external to faith (as it would be if faith were les
than ultimate concern) but are elements of the concern itself. The separation of faith and love is always tl¡e consequence of z deterioration of religion. When Judaism
became a system of ritual laws, when the Indian religions
developed into a magic ru"tut¡¡s¡lalism, when Christianity
fell into both distortions and added doctrinal legalism, the
question of the relation of faith to love became a stumbling
block for people inside and outside these religions, and
many turned away to nonreligious ethics.
They tried to escape distorted forms of faith by rejecting
faith altogether. But the question is: is there such a thing
as love without faith? There is certainly love without the
acceptance of doctrines; history has shown that the most
terrible crimes against love have been committed in the
name of fanatically defended doctrines. Faith as a set of
passionately accepted and defended doctrines does not produce acts of love. But faith as the state of being ultimately
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concerned implies love, namd the desire and urge toward
the reunion of the separated.

of course, is that there is no human being Y!!þ-qgt gl ultir-n-4g.ggLc-ery and, in this sense, without faith. Love is present, even if hidden, in a human being; for every human
being is longing for union with the content of his ultimate
concern.
We have discused distortions of the meaning of faith.

It

thing that is, driving it beyond itself toward reunion with
the ãther one and ultimately with the ground itself from

desire

for self-fulfillment by the other being, agaþe

as the

will to self-surrender for the sake of the other being. But this
f love" are
other and
Nq-þYei!-

FAITH
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LeSl-gthggl¿ -wiry- d'-emt-and-.agøþ-ø.

A gaþ e without
ß obedience to a moral law, without warmth, without
longing, without reunion. Eros without agaþe is chaotic desire, denfing the validity of the claim of the other one to
be acknowledged as an independent self, able to love and to
be loved. I.ove as the unity of ¿ro{ _Lú_-qgsþLU-an im:

eros

trou faith which gives ultimacy to a preliminary

concern
stands against all other preliminary concerns and excludes
love relations between the representatives of contrasting
claims. The fanatic cannot love that against which his
fanaticism is directed. And idolatrous faith is by necesity
fanatical. It must- repress the doubts which characterize the
elevation of something preliminary to ultimacy.
The imme{tu!S_.*ptglle!=el_ þg¡g_g_Slg!: Theologians
have discussed the question of how faith can result in
action. The answer is: because it implies love and because
the expression of love is action. The mediating link beiween
faith and works is love. When the Reformers, who believed
salvation to be dependent on faith alone, criticized the
Roman Catholic doctrine that works are necessary for salvation they were right in denying that any human action can
produce reunion with God. Only God can reunite the
estranged with himself. But the Reformers did not realize,
and the Catholics were still only dimly aware of it, that- þyf
is an element of faith if faith is understood as ultimate conlivçq in_worla: in this sense
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works.Where
there is ultimate concern
in
faith
is
actual
.
there is the passionate desire to actualize the content of one's
concern. "Concern" in its very definition includes the desire
Lu,^o.rr'*
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its ecclesiastical mediation between God and man. Faith as
the state of being ultimately concerned implies love and
determines action. It is the ultimate power behind both of
them.

the GiÉ-gal--tylp drives toward transformation of the
estranged reality. In both of them love is working. In the
first case, the eros quality of loves drives to union with the
beloved in that which is beyond the lover and the beloved.
In the second case, the agaþe quality of love drives to
acceptance of the beloved and his transformation into what
he potentially is. \{yslical love unites by negation oJ the
Lelf .Ethicallovetransf ollrn!_þf gflryqgt&a=ej-tlc-q.el!The
sphere of activities following from mystical love is predominantly ascetic. The sphere of activities following from
ethical love is predominantly formative. In both cases, faith
determines the kind of love and the kind of action.
These are examples describing a basic polarity in the
character of faith. There are many other possible examples.
I-utheran faith in personal forgiveness is less conducive to
social action than the Calvinistic faith in the honor of God.
The humanist faith in thc essential rationality of man is
more favorable for general education and democracy than
the traditionally Christian faith in original sin and the
demonic structures of reality. The Protestant faith, in an
unmediated, person-to-peñ¡on encounter with God, produces
more independent personalities than the Catholic faith and

4. THE COMMUNTTY OF FArTH AND rTS EXPRESSTONS
fn our description of the nature of faith we have shown
that faith is real only in the community of faith, or more
precisely, in the communion of a language of faith. The
consideration of love and faith has pointed in the same
direction: love is an implication of faith, namely, the desire
toward reunion of the separated. This makes faith a matter
of community. Finally, since faith leads to action and action
presupposes communit¡ the state of ultimate concern is
actual only within a community of action.
The problems arising from this situation with respect to
faith and doubt have been discussed. But the creedal expressions to which this discussion referred are of secondary
importance, and there are more fundamental expressions of
the ultimate concern in a community of faith. As we have
seen before, all expressions of ultimate concern are symbolic,
because the ultimate cannot be expressed in nonsymbolic
terms. But one must dis_ti4guish two b,asiç,forms ofuymbolic
gple¡qio4-the i.ntuitivp and th(¡9tive) in traiitiòhzt
terms-the mythical and the ritual. The community of faith
constitutes itself through ritual symbol and interprets itself in
m¡hical symbols. The two are interdependent: what is
practiced in the cult is imagined in the myth, and con-
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ven¡ely. There is no faith without these two ways of selfexpression. Bven if nation or success is the content of faith,
rites and myths ¿re connected with them. It is well known
that totalitarian sptems have an elaborated system of ritual
activities, and that they have a grasp of imaginative symbols,
which, however absurd they may be, express the faith
underþing the whole system. The totalitarian comrirunity
expresses itself in ritual activities and intuitive symbols in a
way that has many similarities to the ways an authoritarian
religious giroup expresses itself. However, in all genuine religions there is a protest against the idolatrous elements which
are accepted without restriction by political totalitarianism.
The life of faith is life in the community of faith, not only
in its communal activities and institutions but also in the
inner life of its me

the community of
the c-ory¡1¡r.q*ty!lge-!!. It can be a way (for example, in
voluntary seclusion) to intensify the spirit which rules the
communal life. Often he who has withdrawn into temporary seclusion returns to the community whose language
he still speaks and whose symbols he renews. For there is no
life of faith, even in mystical solitude, which is not life in
the community of faith. Further, @
1J-9f--t"rt1. There are grouPs
rnterest, lavortng a umty as
long as the interest lasts. There are grouPs which have
grown up naturally as families and tribes, and will die a
natural death when the conditions of their life disappear.
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Neither of these two groups in itself is a community of faith.
Whether a group comes into existence in the ¡aÊural-w?y or
in the way of co4mon_interest, it is a frausiiñ.vFojp. It
must come to an end when the technical or biological condi-

most astonishing proof of this assertion is the history of the
Jews. They are, in the history of mankind, the document of
the ultimate and unconditional character of faith.
Neither the cultural nor the mythological expressions of
faith are meaningful if their symbolic character is not
understood. We have tried to show the distorting consequences of literalism, and it often happens that in opposition to literalism, myth and cult are attacked as such and
almost removed from a community of faith. The myth is
replaced by a philosophy of religion, the cult is replaced by
a code of moral demands. It is possible for such a state
to last for a while because the original faith is still effective
in it. Even the negation of the expressions of faith does not
negate the faith itself-at least not in the beginning. This is
the reason one can point to a nonreligious morality of a high
order and can attempt to deny the interdependence of faith
and morals. But there is a limit to this possibility. Jfithout an
ultimate_ _cqncçr4_as its-- _bq¡tq_çyery_ qy{pnq_ q! _mgl4lq_degenerates into a methgd qf .,adir¡_gg¡lqlt to social demands,
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whether they are ultimateþ justified or not. And the in\finite pasion which characterizes a genuine faith evaP'
\orates and is replaced by a clever calculation which is
lunable to withstand the passionate attacks of an idolatrous
/t"ittt. This is a description of rvhat has happened on a large
oncealed only by the fact
Jscale in
humanist faith, moral
þtrat in
members of a religiousþ
itrength
active community. But this is a transitory stage. There is still
faith in these men, ultimate concern about human dignity
and personal fulfillment. There is religious substance in
them, which, however, can be wasted in the next generation
if the faith is not renewed. This is possible only in the com'
munity of faith under the continuous impact of its mythical
and cultic symbols.
One of the reasons why independent morals are turned
against their religious roots is the distorted meaning which
symbol and m¡h have received in the history of religion,
including the history of the Christian churches. The ritual
symbols of faith have been distorted into magic realities
which are effective like physical forces, even if they are not
accepted in an act of faith as expressions of one's ultimate
concern. They are loaded with a sacred Polver which works
if man does not resist its working. This superstitious interpretation of the sacramental act arouses the protest of the
humanists and drives them toward the ideal of morals without religion. The reiection of sacramental superstition was
one of the main points in the Protestant protest. But histor-
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ical Protestantism removed through its protest not only
cultic superstition but also the genuine meaning of ritual,
and of the sacramental symbols. In this way Protestantistn,
against its will, has supported the trend toward independent
morals. But faith cannot remain alive without expressions of
faith and the personal participation in them. This insight
has driven Protestantism to a new evaluation of cult and
sacrament in our period. Without symbols in which the holy
is experienced as present, the experience of the holy vanishes.
The same is true of the mythological expresion of one's
ultimate concern. If the myth is understood literally, philosophy must reject it as absurd. It must demythologize the
sacred stories, transform the myth into a philosophy of religion and finally into a philosophy without religion. But the
myth, if interpreted as the symbolic expression of ultimate
concern, is the fundamental creation of every religious community. ft cannot be replaced by philosophy or by an
independent code of morals.
Cult and myth keep faith alive. No one is completely
without them; for no one is completely without an ultimate
concern. Few understand their meaning and their power,
although the life of faith is dependent on them. They express the faith of a community and produce personal faith
in the members of the community. Without them, without
the community in which they are used, faith would disappear and man's ultimate concerns would go into hiding.
Then would come the short hour of independent morals.
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THE ENCOUNTER OF FAITH WITH FAITII

There are many communities of faith, not only in the
religious realm but also in secular culture. In our Present
world most of them are in mutual contact and show predominantly an attitude of tolerance toward each other. But
there are some important exceptions; it may well be that
more of them will develop under the political and social
pressures of our period. Exceptions are above all the
secular-political types of faith. These include not only the
totalitarian ones but, in reaction to them and in defense of
themselves, the democratic ones also. There are also exceptions in the religious realm: the official doctrine of the
Roman Church concerning its exclusive posession of the
truth; the negative way in which Protestant fundamentalism looks at all other forms of Christianity and religion.
Intolerance as a characteristic of faith can easily be underFæ.f f "itttir**sãte;18èïisîltl-mãIêIy-cõlóeäèLr"¿
if every ultimate concern must express itself concretely, the
special symbol of the ultimate concern participates in its
ultimacy. It participates in its unconditional character,
although it is not unconditional itself. This situation which
is the source of idolatry is also the source of intolerance. The
g99ryfgssioqqf
becomes-almost
has happened to all religions which take the concrete expression of their ultimate concern seriously. It also has happened
to Christianity, although the symbol of the Cross stands
against the self-elevation of a concrete religion to ultimacy,
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including Christianity. The advantage of c-l.aæLc¡l-r-nyslliis that it does not take the concrete o<presion of,one's

"\!!
ultimate concern seriousþ and, therefore, can trespass the set
of concrete symbols on which every religion is based' Such
an in4fference !o the concrete expresion of the-ultimate is
tolçflqt, but it lgçtsUhç-ppfyer to transform the existential
dlrlgItions of teality. In judaism and Christianity reality is
transformed in the name of the God of history. The exclusive monotheism of the prophets, the struggle against the
limited gods of paganism, the message of universal justice
in the Old and of universal grace in the New Testamentall this made Judaism, Islam and Christianity intolerant of
any kind of idolatry. These religions of justice, history and
the expectation of the end could not accePt the mystical
tolerance of India. They are intolerant and can become
fanatical and idolatrous. This is the difference between the
exclusive monotheism of the prophets and the transcendent
monotheism of the my'stics.
The question is: Must the encounter of faith with faith
lead either to a tolerance without criteria or to an intolerance without self-criticism? If faith is understood as the state
of being ultimately concerned, this alternative is overcome.
The -cliterion of-9-ye¡y-t4!tb-is-t-he uttimS.cy 9J thç ultimate
which-it tñó io .*press- T_he self---criticism of eyery faith is
the inqight into the relative validity of the concrete sym-bols
in which it appears.
From this the meaning of conveüioì-pn be understood'
The term "conversion" h; conn=ôtãtiõñi which make íts use
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difficult. It can mean the awakening from a state in which
an ultimate concern is laffig-fo-more otactly, hiddcn)
to an open and conscious awareness of it. If conversion
means
.ygf spg!:ul e-þdiãnce is an experiencc_of
.,hb,
conversron.

Conversion also can mean the.changle- figg one set of beliefs to another. Conversion in this sense is of no ultiñate
concern. Iî rnight or it might not happen. It is important
only if, in the new belief, the ultimacy of the ultimate concern is better preserved than in the old belief. If this is the
case, conversion is of great importance.
A most important case of an encounter of faith with faith
in the Western world is the encounter of Christianity with
forms of secular belief. For secularism is never without an
ultimate concern; therefore, the encounter with it is an encounter of faith with faith. In such an encounter two ways
of action are adequate to the situation and two are not. The
two ways adequate to the situation are, first, th" lggÈgdgþgical inquiry !nto_ !h-oqe- el-cuqqlq i! the c9nflþ1 _which
can be approached by inquiry and, second, the wjt¡¡ç1tr19
g9lYs$on'
those çleme-nts -of the con fl ict which- .d^rive
-tp attitude
ways
is
the
adequate
The combination of these two
in the encounter of faith with faith. It acknowledges that an
ultimateconcern jq-Bø-a-matt-e-1g_f--4¡gulqg_qllandadmits
that in the expressions of an ultimate conc_ern tþe¡e- gre
glenr_.trt" which arç subject tq discussion on the pure cognitive level. In every struggle about the symbols of faith this
double way must be used. This lvould dissolve fanaticism
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about the concrete expression of faith and confirm the ultimate concern Íul a matter of a total personal participation.
Conversion is not a matter of prevailing arguments, but it is
a matter of personal surrender.
The argumentative side lies on another level. If missions
try to bring about the conversion of many from one faith to
another, they try to bring about the unity of faith in humanity as a whole. Nobody can be certain that such unity
will be reached in the course of human history; nobody can
deny that such unity is the desire and hope of mankind in
all periods and in all places. But there is no way of reaching
this unity except by distinguishing ultimacy itself from that
in which ultimacy expresses itself. The way to a universal
faith is the old way of the prophets, the way of calling
idolatry idolatry and rejecting it for the sake oI that which
is really ultimate. Su9þ fait\qr?,y 4eyçf þç aþlg_ to ex¡ress
i6çlt itt qne_ concr.ete, sy-{uþal, although it is the hope of
every great religion that it will provide the all-embracing
symbol in which the faith of man universally will express
itself. Such a hoBe is only
iustified if a_religion re¡4ains
.aJ.-...---'
ùware of the conditional and non-ultim-a!ç character o{ its
own s)rnbols. Christianity expresses this awareness in the
symbol of the "cross of the Christ"-even if the Christian
churches
neglect the meaning of this symbol by attributing
----ultimacy to their own particular expression of ultimacy. The
radical self-criticism of Christianity makes it most capable
of universality-so long as it maintains this self-çriticism as
a power in its own life.
I

j
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CONCLUSION: THE POSSIBILITY AND NECESSITY OF FAITH

self and justifies itself against those who attack it, because
they can attack it only in the name of another faith. It is
the triumph of the dynamics of faith that any denial of faith
is itself an expression of faith, of an ultimate concern.

TODAY

Faith is real in every period of history. This fact does not
prove that it is an essential posibility and necessity. It could
be-like superstition-an actual distortion of man's true
nature. This is what many people who reject faith believe.
The question raised by this book is whether such belief is
based on insight or on misunderstanding and the answer is

unambþously that

ú. tp9ti9" 9! fu{! _is_¡ootg!-þ¡¡

complete.misundç¡sla,n_diqg of _the nature of faith. Many
forms of this misunderstanding, many misrepresentations
and distortions of faith have been disc¡rssed. Faith is a concept-and a reality-which is difficult to grasp and to describe. Almost every word by which faith has been described
on the preceding pages-is open to new misinterpre-

-also
tations. This cannot be otherwise, since faith is not

a

phenomenon beside others, but the central phenomenon in
man's personal life, manifest and hidden at the same time.
It is religious and transcends religion, it is universal and
concrete, it is infinitely variable and alwars the same. Faith
is an essential possibility of man, and therefore its existence
is necessary and universal. It is possible and necessary also
in our period. If faith is understood as what it centrally is.
ultimate concern) it cannot be undercut by modçfU¡qþgcÊ
or any kind of philosophy.. And it cânnor be discredited by
its .superstitions ol-authoritarian distortions r,r.ithin and outside churches, sects ancl movements. Faith stands upon it-
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What World Persþectiaes' Means
by Ruth Nanda Anshen
This is a reprint of Volume X of the woRLD PERSPEcTIvES
sERrES, whièh the present writer has planned and edited
in collaboration with a Board of Editors consisting of
NIELS BOHR, RICHARD COURANT, HU SHIH, ERNEST JACKH,
ROBERT M. MACMR, JACQUES MARITAIN, J. ROBERT OPPEN-
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of man and society. Such a structure and frame it is the
endeavor of World Persþectia¿s to define, leading hopeSeries is to attemPt to overof humanity, namely, the
knowledge produced by the
overwhelming accretion of facts which science has created; to clariiy and synthesize ideas through tlr'e deþth
fertilization of minds; to show from diverse and impor-

HEIMER, I. I. RABI, SARVEPALLI RADHAKRISHNAN, ALEXANDER SACHS.

forces at work in the East as well as in the \'Vest, and to
ontribute to
point to the new
of man and
ã deeper underst
of
the values
the uñiverse, the

enriched and advanced in all their asPects for the benefit
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and organic unity of life itself.
It is the thesis of World Persþectiaøs that in spite of
the difference and diversity of the disciplines rePresented, there exists a strong common agreement among

the authors concerning the overwhelming need for

counterbalancing the multitude of compelling scientific
activities and investigations of objective phenomena
from physics to metaphysics, history and biology and to
relater these to meaningful experience. To provide this
balance, it is necessary to stimulate an awareness of the
basic fact that ultimately the individual human Personality must tie all the loose ends together into an organic
whole, must relate himself to himself, to mankind and
society while deepening and enhancing his communion
with the universe. To anchor this spirit and to impress
it on the intellectual and spiritual life of humanity, on
thinkers and doers alike, is indeed an enormous challenge which cannot be left entirely either to natural sci-
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ence on the one hand nor to organized religion on
the other. For we are confronted with the unbending
necessity to discover a principle of differentiation yet
relatedness lucid enough to justify and purify scientific,
philosophic and all other knowledge while accepting
their mutual interdependence. This is the crisis in consciousness made articulate through the crisis in science.
This is the new awakening.
World Persþectiu¿s is dedicated to the task of showing that basic theoretical knowledge is related to the
dynamic content of the wholeness of life. It is dedicated
to the new synthesis at once cognitive and intuitive. It
is concerned with the unity and continuity of knowledge
in relation to man's nature and his understanding, a task
for the synthetic imagination and its unifying vistas.
Man's situation is new and his response must be new. For
the nature of man is knowable in many different ways and
all of these paths of knowledge are interconnectable and
some are interconnected, like a great network, a great
network of people, between ideas, between systems of
knowledge, a rationalized kind of structure which is
human culture and human society.
Knowledge, it. is shown in these volumes, no longer
consists in a manipulation of man and nature as opposite
forces, nor in the reduction of data to statistical order,
but is a means of liberating mankind from the destructive power of fear, pointing the way toward the goal of
the rehabilitation of the human will and the rebirth of
faith and confidence in the human pe$on. The works
published also endeavor to reveal that the cry for patterns, systems and authorities is growing less insistent
as the desire grows.stronger in both East and West for
the recovery of a dignity, integrity and self-realization

which are the inalienable rights of man who is not a
rnere tabula rasa on which anything may be arbitrarily
imprinted by external circumstance but who possesses
the unique potentiality of free creativity. Man is differentiated from other forms of life in that he may guide
change by means of conscious purpose in the light of
rational experience.
World Persþectiues is planned to gain insight into the
meaning of man who not only is decermined by history
but who also determines history. History is to be understood as concerned not only with the life of man on this
planet but as including also such cosmic influences as
interpenetrate our human world. This generation is discovering that history does not conform to the social
optimism of modern civilization and that the organization of human communities and the establishment of
freedom, justice and peace are not only intellectual
achievements but spiritual and moral achievements as
well, demanding a cherishing of the wholeness of human
personality, the "unmediated wholeness of feeling and
thought," and constituting a never-ending challenge to
man, emerging from the abyss of meaninglessness and
suffering, to be renewed and replenished in the totality
of his life.
World Persþectia¿s is committed to the recognition
that all great changes are preceded by a vigorous intellectual reevaluation and reorganization. Our authors are
aware that the sin of hybris may be avoided by showing
that the creative process itself is not a free activity if by
free we mean arbitrary or unrelated to cosmic law. For
the creative process in the human mind, the developmental process in organic nature and the basic laws õf
the inorganic realm may be but varied expressions of a
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come to understand that th

ver determined bY circumhuman'knowlnto the nature
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